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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis of Cuifeng Wei for the Master of Science in Cilvil Engineering 
presented on April 28, 1995. 
Title: Improved Finite Analytic Methods for Solving Advection-Dominated 
Transport Equation in Highly Variable Velocity Field. 
Solute transport studies frequently rely on numerical solutions of the classical 
advection-diffusion equation. Unfortunately, solutions obtained with traditional finite 
difference and finite element techniques typically exhibit excessive numerical diffusion 
or spurious oscillation when advection dominates, especially when velocity field is 
highly variable. 
One recently developed technique, the finite analytic method, offers an attractive 
alternative. Finite analytic methods utilize local analytic solutions in discrete elements to 
obtain the algebraic representations of the governing partial differential equations, thus 
eliminating the truncation error in the finite difference and the use of approximating 
functions in the finite element method. The finite analytic solutions have been shown to 
be stable and numerically robust for advection-dominated transport in heterogeneous 
velocity fields. 
However, the existing finite analytic methods for solute transport in multiple 
dimensions have the following disadvantages. First, the method is computationally 
inefficient when applied to heterogeneous media due to the complexity of the 
formulation. Second, the evaluation of finite analytic coefficients is when the Peclet 
number is large. Third, the method introduces significant numerical diffusion due to 
inadequate temporal approximation when applied to transient problems. 
This thesis develops improved finite analytic methods for two-dimensional steady 
as well as unsteady solute transports in steady velocity fields. For steady transport, the 
new method exploits the advantages of the existing finite analytic and finite difference 
methods. The analytically difficult diffusion terms are approximated by finite difference 
and numerically difficult advection and reaction terms are treated analytically in a local 
element in deriving the numerical schemes. 
The new finite analytic method is extended to unsteady transport through 
application of Laplace transformation. Laplace transformation converts the transient 
equation to a steady-state expression that can be solved with the steady version of the 
improved finite analytic method. Numerical inversion of the transformed variables is 
used to recover solute concentration in the physical space-time domain. 
The effectiveness and accuracy of the new finite analytic method is demonstrated 
through stringent test examples of two dimensional steady-state transport in highly 
variable velocity fields. The results clearly demonstrated that the improved finite analytic 
methods are efficient, robust and accurate. 
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Groundwater contamination, particularly from hazardous wastes, has been 
recognized in recent years as a widespread problem that poses a serious threat to 
groundwater resources. Problems of groundwater pollution frequently lead to the 
contamination of wells or surface water bodies interacting with the associated aquifer. 
Figure 1-1 presents a typical scenario of groundwater contamination due to subsurface 
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Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of leachate plume from a leaking landfill 
1 
One of the factors of groundwater contamination that makes it so serious lies in its 
long term nature and the fact that is very difficult to detect and monitor. Wastes buried 
long ago may cause groundwater contamination that takes decades to be discovered. 
Although many groundwater contamination sites are small, some of the long term sites are 
fairly extensive due to the long time period over which contamination has been migrating 
away from the source. Once a site is found polluted is often a daunting task to clean up. 
The success of groundwater remediation strongly depends on how well one can 
characterize the groundwater site. Characterization of subsurface contamination, however, 
can be extremely difficult. Several factors make it difficult to characterize the field-scale 
transport of soluble contaminants. First, the location and composition of the source of 
contamination is frequently difficult to determine [Mclaughlin et al., 1993]. Second, site 
characterization is complicated by the fact that hydrogeological and geochemical 
properties vary dramatically in space, and possibly over time. Figure 1-2 shows data of 
permeability collected from a real field site, the Mt. Simmon aquifer, in lliinois [Bakr, 
1976]. This is a relatively homogeneous aquifer and the data were collected in the same 
geologic sandstone unit. The permeability of this material, however, varies over four 
orders of magnitude. This kind of geological variability is not an exception, but ubiquitous 
at all field sites [Gelhar, 1993]. 
Recent theoretical and field investigations have demonstrated that subsurface 
heterogeneity has a dramatic impact on fate and transport of subsurface contaminants. 
Variability in hydraulic conductivity, for example, translates into nonuniformity in 
hydraulic head distribution, which in turn causes irregularities and spatial variability in 
contaminant plume distribution (see Figure 1-3). All of these problems are familiar to the 
site managers and planners responsible for site assessments and cleanup programs. If we 
do not detect contamination because our sampling network is poorly designed, we may 
greatly underestimate the risk to human health. If we are unable to locate a heterogeneous 
subsurface contaminant plume accurately, cleanup efforts will be less likely successful. 
2 
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Figure 1-2: Permeability and porosity of cores collected at 1-ft intervals from 
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(c) 
Figure 1-3: Simulation of groundwater flow and solute transport through a 
synthetically generated random hydraulic conductivity field (domain dimensions in 
m). (a) Log10 hydraulic conductivity contours; (b) Corresponding hydraulic head 
contours (high head at left side); and (c) Corresponding solute concentration 
contours emanating from a continuous sources, plotted at 100 days after the start of 
injection. (Source: McLaughlin et al., 1993) 
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There are many ways to characterize a contaminated groundwater site. One direct 
way is to directly measure hydrogeological properties and contaminant concentrations. 
Field data collected this way are site specific and reflect actual field conditions. However, 
the amount of data that can be obtained are often limited because of the high cost in 
sampling. The limited field information, though very valuable, is seldom adequate to 
provide a complete synoptic picture of what is actually happening on the contaminated 
site. 
An alternative way to characterize groundwater contamination is to utilize a 
mathematical model. Mathematical models are physically-based and reflect the underlying 
scientific principles that dictate space and time distribution of contaminant distribution in 
porous media. When a mathematical model is combined with field data, the model 
provides a systematic site characterization procedure that is site specific and scientifically 
defensible. Mathematical models have been increasingly applied for site characterization 
because of their generality and predictive capabilities. A mathematical model becomes 
particularly attractive for site managers and planners to evaluate and experiment with 
various proposed or hypothetical management options under realistic complex field 
conditions. 
This thesis focuses on model based approaches for characterizing groundwater 
contamination. In particular, the thesis addresses the computational aspect of modeling 
solute transport and proposes new methods for predicting solute transport in strongly 
heterogeneous porous media. 
1.2. Literature Review 
Because of the practical importance of contaminant transport problems and the 
well-known theoretical and computational difficulties associated with their solutions, an 
intense research effort has been devoted to this topic. Considerable attention may likely 
continue to be focused on this area in the immediate future. 
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Numerical solution of the solute transport problem has been approached using 
various methods. These mainly include finite-difference methods, finite element methods, 
method of characteristics and random walk techniques. These methods are distinguished 
from one another depending on how the corresponding algebraic representation of the 
solute transport equation is derived. 
The finite difference method was first applied to problems of groundwater flow 
and solute transport in the mid-1960s [Stone and Brain, 1963; Freeze and Witherspoon, 
1966]. The classical finite difference method is probably the oldest and conceptually 
simplest of the numerical procedures. The finite difference method consists of discretizing 
the problem area into rectangular cells which are identified with discrete points or nodes. 
In general, the method contains an approximation of partial derivatives by algebraic 
expressions involving the values of the dependent variable at limited number of selected 
points [Bear and Verruijt, 1987]. Development of the approximations is generally done 
using Taylor series expansion about each point. A set of approximating algebraic 
equations thereby replaces the original continuous solute transport equation. However, 
since the Taylor-series formulation based on term-by-term difference approximation 
largely ignores the character of the solute transport equation, an accurate term-by-term 
finite difference analog for a partial differential equation does not necessarily lead to 
higher accuracy for the differential equation [Roache, 1972]. 
Early finite difference models of the solute transport equation often relied on 
conventional second-order finite difference approximation. The truncation error in using a 
second-order finite difference approximation for the advection term, or the first order 
spatial derivative, introduces spurious oscillations in the numerical solution of the solute 
transport model. The oscillations can be controlled if upwind (backward) difference is 
introduced, however, at the expense of numerical diffusion. This phenomenon refers to 
artificial diffusion which involves errors of the order of magnitude of the second order 
derivative. The numerical diffusion can be sometimes much larger than the actual physical 
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Figure 1-4: Concentration profiles for one-dimensional transport of a pulse source 
obtained with typical finite-difference methods (Source: Leendertse, 1970) 
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when the velocity field is heterogeneous [Dagan, 1990] and in those regions with sharp 
concentration gradients where advection dominates [Price, et al, 1968]. Figure 1-4 
presents a graphical illustration of these notorious numerical problems associated with the 
traditional finite difference method. Some higher order finite difference methods such as 
the upwind type finite difference methods used QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation 
for Convective Kinematics) and QUICKEST [Leonard and Noye, 1990; Chen and 
Falconer, 1992] were developed to reduce the numerical errors. However, these methods 
are still often plauged by numerical diffusion or oscillation. 
Traditional finite element methods, though much more flexible in handling complex 
geometries and boundary conditions, are very similar to finite difference methods 
and share similar numerical characteristics. All the numerical problems encountered in the 
finite difference solutions often also show in finite element method solutions. In fact, in the 
case of one dimensional problems, it can be shown that finite element and finite difference 
method in many situations are identical [Leon and Pinder, 1982]. 
There are several ways to avoid, or at least to reduce, numerical dispersion in 
conventional finite difference or finite element method solutions. Mathematically, the 
obvious solution is to use spatial steps and time steps that are sufficiently small, so that the 
numerical dispersion is small compared to the physical one. This may not be always 
feasible from a practical point of view. Note that physical dispersion in porous media can 
be written, at least as first approximation, as the product of a characteristic dispersivity 
and a characteristic mean velocity. In a typical porous medium, say a sandy aquifer, the 
dispersivity for pore scale solute transport is of the order of mean particle size. Obviously 
it is not realistic, from an engineering point of view, to use a mesh size which is small 
compared to the sizes of particles. Recent investigations show that physical dispersion 
tends to increase with the overall problem scale, possibly because of large-scale 
inhomogeneities in the soil (see Gelhar 1993 for a review on the effect heterogeneity on 
solute dispersion), these numerical limitations may still remain since grid spacing (and thus 
grid Peclet number) generally increases with the overall problem scale. 
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Suggested by the special structure of the advection-dominated transport equation, 
the modified method of characteristics (MMOC) becomes a choice of many of the more 
recent solute transport models [e.g., MT3D developed by Zheng 1991 and MOC 
developed for US Geological Survey]. The MMOC method overcomes some of the 
difficulties, which conventional finite difference and finite element methods encounter, by 
decoupling the advective part and the dispersive part in the transport equation and solving 
them successively. The MMOC approximates the advective component of the transport 
using backward particle tracking, while treating the dispersion and other terms with a 
standard finite-difference or finite-element method. The accuracy and efficiency of the 
MMOC approach is, however, strongly influenced by the particle tracking scheme used. 
When Courant numbers are large and flow field is strongly nonuniform, particle tracking 
can become increasingly inaccurate and problematic and often leads to considerable mass 
balance error [Li and Venkataraman, 1992]. The accuracy of MMOC also strongly 
depends on backward concentration interpolation, especially when the number of time 
steps is large as in a longer term simulation. This is because concentration interpolation is 
necessary at every successive time step and the interpolation error introduced is 
accumulative over time. The commonly used linear interpolation [Li et al., 1992; Neuman, 
1981; Neuman and Sorek, 1982; Douglas and Tussell, 1982; Wheeler and Dawson, 1988; 
Chiang,et al., 1989] can still lead to significant numerical diffusion [Roache, 1972; 
Huffenus and Khaletzky, 1981]. Quadratic interpolation [Douglas and Russell, 1982; 
Baptisa et al., 1984; Roache, 1972; Huffenus and Khaletzky, 1981] reduces numerical 
damping somewhat but can introduce spurious oscillations [Roache, 1972; Huffenus and 
Khaletzky, 1981]. High-order interpolation techniques based on more interpolating nodes 
[Martin, 197 5] can reduce numerical diffusion further but may introduce even more severe 
oscillations [Holly and Preissmann, 1977]. Hermit interpolation technique [Holly and 
Preissman, 1977; Fischer, 1977] achieves good accuracy at the expense of increased 
computational effort [Huffenus and Khaletzky, 1981]. 
The random walk methods have recently become one of the most popular methods 
for solving solute transport problems [Prickett et al., 1981; Kinzelbach, 1988; Uffink, 
9 
1988]. This method is conceptually simple and differs from the previous methods in that it 
is not a direct numerical solution of the differential equation. In random walk method, the 
solute source is represented as a collection of particles. These particles are assumed to 
transport with the groundwater flow. To represent the convective dispersive transport, 
one keeps track of the coordinates of each particle based on the given mean velocity field 
modified by adding a random velocity component whose statistics are related to physical 
dispersion coefficient [Bear and Verruift, 1987]. To determine the concentration in a 
mesh, one divides the sum of the mass of the particles by the volume of water in the mesh. 
For this reason, the random walk method does not suffer from numerical diffusion [Bear 
and Verruift, 1987]. Nevertheless, the price paid for the suppression of numerical 
dispersion is the random fluctuation of computed concentrations, especially when they are 
low. Fluctuations can be diminished by increasing the number of particles used. Therefore 
the random walk method remains, at reasonable computational effort, a relatively crude 
method as far as the estimation of local concentrations is concerned. Besides, the random 
walk method can not be applied to the simulation of non-conservative chemical plumes 
[Tompson and Gelhar, 1990; Uffink, 1985]. 
To remedy these difficulties, recently, Chen and his co-workers developed an 
analytically-based numerical approach, or the so called finite-analytic method for solving 
transport problems [Chen and Li, 1979; Chen and Chen, 1982; Choi and Chen, 1985; 
Wung and Chen, 1989; Li et al. 1992; and Hwang et al., 1985]. The basic idea of the finite 
analytic method is to utilize a local analytic solution in a discretized computational element 
to obtain the algebraic representation of the governing partial differential equation. The 
approach is novel and it explicitly and systematically takes into account the character of 
the differential equation in developing the numerical representation. The finite analytic 
method has been applied to solve a range of fluid flow and heat transfer problems [Chen 
and Li, 1979; Chen et al., 1981; Wung and Chen, 1989; and Tsai et al., 1993] and very 
recently, to solute transport problems [Li et al., 1992; and Hwang and Chen, 1985]. 
However, as will be discussed and demonstrated in this thesis, the existing versions of the 
finite analytic method, though conceptually attractive, still suffer from the following major 
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problems and limitations when applied to multi-dimensional problems: (1) the existing 
finite analytic formulation is complex and inefficient because of the way the local 
approximate analytical solution is derived; (2) the existing finite analytic solution still 
suffers, though to a less degree, from numerical diffusion because of the approximate 
boundary value approximation used in the local analytical solution; (3) one will have 
difficultitis in evaluating the analytic coefficients when Peclet number is greater than 120 
because of the limitation of current computers; ( 4) the existing finite analytic solution for 
transient transport suffers from severe numerical dispersion because of the inadequate 
hybrid finite difference approximation for the temporal derivative. 
1.3. Objective and Scope of Work 
This thesis focuses on finite analytic methods for solving solute transport 
problems. In particular, the thesis addresses the issues and limitations above, extends and 
refines finite analytic methods for predicting steady and unsteady solute transports in 
multiple dimensions in strongly heterogeneous velocity fields. 
After the introduction, the thesis is organized in six chapters as follows. In Chapter 
2, the principle of the finite analytic method is introduced and illustrated with an one-
dimensional steady transport example. Potential problems and difficulties with the existing 
finite analytic methods are described and discussed. Chapter 3 presents improved finite 
analytic methods for steady transport problems. Chapter 4 presents improved finite 
analytic methods for solving unsteady solute transport problems. Chapter 5 demonstrates, 
with examples and applications, the performance of the improved finite analytic methods. 
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing the original contribution of this 
research, and limitations and assumptions which suggest direction for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Critical Review of Existing Finite Analytic Methods 
This chapter presents and critically reviews the existing finite analytic methods for 
solving solute transport problems. 
2.1. Basic Idea of Finite Analytic Methods 
The finite analytic method differs from conventional numerical methods in that it 
does not tamper with the differentials or the derivatives of the governing equation, nor 
does the analytic method need the shape function which is made to satisfy the integral 
form of the governing equation. The finite analytic method incorporates the local 
analytical solution in the numerical solution of linear or linearized partial differential 
equations. In the finite analytic method, the solution domain is first discretized and the 
governing equation approximated as a differential equation with constant coefficients in a 
local computational element. The local differential equation is then solved analytically. The 
resulting analytical solution is then expressed in an algebraic form and overlapped to cover 
the entire region of the problem. The assembly of these local analytic solutions results in a 
system of linear algebraic equations. The system of algebraic equations is then solved to 
provide the numerical solution of the total problem. 
2.2. Illustrative Example: One-Dimensional Steady Transport 
In this section, a simple one-dimensional example is used to illustrate the 
fundamental concept behind the finite analytic method and its relationship with the 
conventional finite difference methods. 
Consider steady solute transport in a uniform velocity field. The governing 
equation is: 
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ac a [ ac] u(x)- = - D(x)-
ax ax ax 
where xis the spatial Cartesian coordinate, u(x) is the advective velocity, D(x) is the 
disffusion coefficient, and C is the solute concentration. 
(2.1) 
Equation (2.1) must be solved numerically since velocity and dispersion coefficient 
are spatially variable. Discretizing the solution domain as shown in Figure 2-1, and 
i-1 i i+1 
~ 
tu + tu , 
Figure 2-1: Local element for one-dimensional problem 
assuming, as in all standard numerical procedures, that velocity and dispersion coefficients 
can be approximated as locally constant, 
u(x) = u(xi) = ui , xi-l < x < xi+l (2.2) 
D(x) = D(xi) =Di, xi-l < x < xi+l (2.3) 
The governing equation can then be approximated locally as 
ac -D a1c u.-- .-
1 ax I ax 2 
(2.4) 
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2.2.1. Conventional Finite Difference Approximations 
In a traditional explicit finite difference method (2.4) is "solved" approximately 
using Taylor series expansions and leads to a local algebraic representation of the 
following general form: 
ci =a ici-1 + ~ ici+l (2.5) 
where the coefficients ai and ~; are 
a.= Pei +2 
I 4 
(2.6) 
if a central difference scheme is used to approximate the advection portion of (2.4); and 
Pe. +1 
a.=--' -
1 Pei +2 
1 
~i = Pe.+2 
I 
(2.7) 
if an upwind (or backward) difference scheme is used to approximate the advection term. 
The symbol Pe;, referred to as grid Peclet number, is defined as 






The grid Peclet number is dimensionless and represents the relative magnitude of 
advection versus dispersion. 
These finite difference schemes are known to be problematic and can lead to either 
spurious oscillations or artificial diffusion when advection dominates or when grid Peclet 
number is large. This is because the truncation error involved in these schemes increases as 
the grid Peclet number increases. Using Taylor series expansion approach, the central 
difference equation (2.6) can be derived to an eqaution with a differential form. 
D. azc =u. ac + U/~2 a3x +O(Li.x3) 
I ax 2 I ax 6 ax3 (2.9) 
where ao reads as "of the order of'. 
Thus solving equation (2.6) is in fact equivalent to solving the following modified 
differential equation. The exact solution of (2.9) is known to be oscillatory when the third 
order derivative term is significant. Similarly, a modified differential equation for upwind 
difference equation (2. 7) can be obtained 
. ac = (v. + u;Lix) a 2c + a(ax3) 
U, ax I 2 ax 2 (2.10) 
Equation (2.10) is of the same form as the original advection dispersion equation but with 
an additional "numerical" diffusion coefficient term that increases with grid size and 
magnitude of advective velocity. 
2.2.2 Finite Analytic Approximation 
The numerical problems illustrated above are caused by error introduced by the 
truncated Taylor series expansion. These problems can be avoided if (2.4) is solved 
analytically. Analytical solution is possible because what is sought here is a local 
representation of the original differential equation. In a local element the governing 
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equation has been approximated as a differential equation with constant coefficients. So 
solving (2.4) analytically, yields 
~(x-x;) 
C(x) = a+bevj (2.11) 
where a and bare integration constants, and can be determined by imposing the following 
local boundary conditions 
C(x;+1) = C;+1 (2.12) 
C(xi-l) = C;_1 (2.13) 
Using (2.12) in (2.13) and solving for the coefficients a and b, in terms of the nodal 
concentrations, gives 
C Pe;_ C -Pei 
;-1e i+1e a=--------ePe; _ e-Pe; (2.14) 
b
- C;-1 -C. 1 - i+ 
e
Pe -Pe -e 
(2.15) 
Substituting (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.11) and evaluating the concentration at the mid 
nodal point, x = Xi, (2.11) reduces to an identical finite difference equation as given in 
(2.5), but with the following modified coefficients 
ePe; 
(Xi= ePe; +1 
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~j = 1 (2.16) 
2.2.3. Discussion and Comparison 
These analytically derived coefficients in (2.16) are referred to as finite analytic 
coefficients. Equation (2.5) based on the finite analytic coefficients is called finite analytic 
method. 
Equation (2.5) shows that concentration at x = xi in a local computational element 
is a weighted average of concentration at the two neighboring nodes. The coefficients Cl; 
and ~i can also be regarded as weighting factors or influence coefficients that characterize 
the influence on concentration at mid point ( x = X;) from both upstream and downstream 
neighboring concentrations. Figure 2-2 shows graphically how the coefficients Cl; and ~i 
vary with the grid Peclet number for the finite analytic method as well as the upwind and 
central difference methods. In all cases, Cl; and ~i add up to unity, with Cl; always greater 
or equal to~;, reflecting the fact that "information" propagates from upstream and 
concentration at the upstream node at x = X;_1 has more influence on C; than 
concentration downstream, and the upstream influence increases as Peclet number 
increases. However, upwind scheme underestimates Cl; or the upstream influence and 
overestimates the downstream influence, as a result, leading to numerical diffusion. Like 
the finite analytic coefficients, the two weighting factors of upwind scheme are always 
positive and add up to unity, the resulting solution is always a physically realistic solution. 
On the other hand, the central difference method grossly overestimates the upstream 
influence and underestimates the downstream influence. In fact, the downstream 
coefficient ~i becomes negative when the Peclet number exceeds 2 and approaches minus 
infinity as the Peclet number approaches infinity. A negative ~i value means that a decrease 
(or increase) of concentration at x = X;+i in a local element will cause concentration at the 
mid point to increase (or decrease). Because of this, a central difference scheme may lead 
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(b ). Comparison of finite analytic and central-difference finite difference methods 
Figure 2-2: Numerical coefficients as functions of peclet numbers 
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The finite analytic coefficients in fact reduces to the coefficients derived from finite 
difference methods when advection is relatively weak. In the case that the grid Peclet 
number is small, e Pe; in (2.16) can be expanded as 
ePe; = 1 +Pe;+ o(Pe;2 ) (2.17) 
Using (2.17) in (2.6), yields 
ePe; 1 +Pe;+ o(Pe; 2 ) 
a - -
j - 1 + e Pe; - 1 + [ 1 + Pe j + o( p e /)] 
1 1 
~ 1 =I +eP" =I +[I+ Pe,+ o(Pe,2)] (2.18) 
Retaining only the first order term, (2.16) can be reduced to (2.7) derived using upwind 
difference method. If one further makes use of the following expansion 
1 
=1-Pe.+Pe 2 - 3 1 + Pe; ' ; Pe; + ... 
Then the equation (2.18) reduces to the coefficients derived from central difference 
method as given in (2.6). 
The analysis presented above clearly demonstrates the advantage of the finite 
analytic method and its relationship with the conventional finite difference methods. 
(2.19) 
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2.3. Basic Formulation of Finite Analytic Method for Multi-Dimensional 
Transport 
The usefulness of any newly developed numerical methods for solving 
groundwater transport problems lies in its extendibility to multi-dimensional problems 
since real world groundwater transport is inherently multi-dimensional. Chen and Chen 
[1982] extended the finite analytic method to two dimensional steady state transport and 
applied to a wide range of fluid flow and heat transfer problems . In this section the basic 
formulation is briefly reviewed and the problems and limitations are discussed. 
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Figure 2-3: A discretized domain and local element of the finite analytic method 
For illustration purpose, consider steady transport of a conservative solute in a 
variable velocity field. The governing equation is 
x 
u(x,y)-+v(x,y)-=- D(x,y)- +- D(x,y)-ac ac a [ ac] a [ ac] 
dx dy dx ax dy dy 
(2.20) 
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where x and y are Cartesian spatial coordinates, u(x,y) and v(x,y) are advective velocities, 
D(x,y) is disffusion coefficient and is function of x and y, and C is a dependent solute 
concentration. 
Let the boundary conditions be specified so that the problem is well-posed 
(solution exists, and the solution is unique and stable). The domain is subdivided into small 
rectangles as shown in Figure 2-2(a). A representative local element (see Figure 2-2(b)) 
with central node P or (i,j) has neighboring nodes points SW (i-l,j-1), WC (i-lJ), NW (i-
lJ+l), SC (iJ-l), NC (iJ+l), SE (i+lJ-l), EC (i+lJ), and NE (i+lJ+l). The grid 
spacings in both x and y directions are set to be uniform, which are ax and ~y respectively. 
An analytic solution can be obtained for the local element as a function of the boundary 
conditions 
C(x,y) = f[CN(x), Cs(x), CE(y), Cw(y), ~' ~y, x, y] (2.21) 
where CN(x), Cs(x), C.E(y) and C"'6') are, respectively, the northern, southern, eastern, and 
western boundary conditions of the element. Numerically, boundary functions CN, Cs, CE 
and Cw may be approximated in terms of the nodal values along the boundary, for 
example, CN = CN(CNW,CNc,CNE,x ). 
The natural solution to (2.20) suggests that an exponential and linear function in 
terms of the three nodal values on each boundary may be employed to obtain the 
approximated boundary conditions for the local element [see Chen and Chen, 1982 for 
details]. In the local element as shown in Figure 2-2 (b), the south boundary condition, 
where y is fixed, can be approximated by 









CSE +Csw -2Csc 
as= 




Lix[csE-Csw -(CsE +Csw -2Csc)coth(Aax)] 
Cs= Csc (2.25) 
and UiJ' vi,j and DiJ are local values evaluated at node P. 
The boundary conditions for north, east and west sides, i.e., CN(x), CE(y), and 
C~y) can be similarly approximated by exponential and linear boundary functions. The 
linear advective transport equation (2.20) with boundary conditions Cs(x), CN(x), CE(Y ), 
and Cr,i.y) is then solved analytically by the method of separation of variables. The local 
analytic solution, when evaluated at the interior point P of the rectangular local element, 
gives a finite analytic algebraic equation relating the interior nodal value Cp and its 8 
neighboring nodal values as 
CP =a NEC NE+ aNWCNW +asECsE +aswCsw + 
aEcCEc + awcCwc + ascCsc + aNcCNc 
(2.26) 
The finite analytic coefficients are 
aNE = e-Atu-BAy E 
' 
aNW = eAtu-BAy E 
asE = e-Atu+BAy E 
' 
asw = eAtu+BAy E 
aNC = e-BAy (EA) ' asc = eBt..y (EA) 
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a EC = e-AAx (EB) ' awe = eAAx (EB) (2.28) 
where 
E= 1 4 cosh{Mx) cosh(B~y\ -Adx coth{Aa.t)E2 -B~y coth(B~y) E; (2.29) 
EA= 2Adx cosh(A&) coth(A&) E2 (2.30) 
EB= 2B~y cosh(B~y) coth(B~y) E~ (2.31) 
and 
with 
00 -(-l)m (J\; max) 
E2 =I--------
m=l [<A&)2 +(A.max)2f cosh(~.--A-2 +_B_2_+_A.-~-2 ax) 
E' = & 2 E + A~y tanh(B~y)-B& tanh(Aax) 
2 ~y2 2 4AB~y2 cosh(A&)cosh(B~y) 
1 vi.i B=---
2 D .. 
'·1 
1 A. ax = (m - - )1t , 





The existing finite analytic method exhibits a gradual upwind shift, which is 
considerably better than those given by conventional finite difference and finite element 
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methods. Its solution, because of the analytic nature of the solution for the well-posed 
problem, is stable and relatively accurate. However, disadvantages can still be found in the 
existing finite analytic methods. 
2.4. Problems and Limitations of Existing Finite Analytic Methods 
2.4.1. Computational Efficiency 
The existing finite analytic coefficients in the finite analytic algebraic equation are 
obtained from the analytic solution. The coefficients include one or more terms of 
summation series, which are considered to be time-consuming to evaluate. This problem 
becomes more severe when the flow field is highly variable, since for each node, 
calculation of the summation series has to be done individually in order to capture the 
plume for the changing velocities. In general, the summation E2 may need 10 to 25 terms; 
but with larger Peclet number, the number of summation series will be higher. 
Furthermore, the situation will be even worse when the finite analytic solution is extended 
to dynamic problems. Because at each time step, the computer has to calculate the 
summation terms node-by-node; if the number of time steps is large, this computing 
process will become very messy. However, as will be discussed in later chapters, 
improvements can be made to reduce the complexity of the formulation and the 
computational expense for both steady and unsteady problems. 
The finite analytic method is not popular not only due to the complexity of the 
formulations, but also because of the difficulties in evaluating the analytic coefficients. The 
following section explains these difficulties in the existing finite analytic methods. 
2.4.2. Difficulties in Evaluating Finite Analytic Coefficients 
There are many ways to approximate the boundary conditions in the finite analytic 
method. However, as mentioned above, the exponential and linear boundary 
approximation is recommended in the existing finite analytic methods because there is only 
one summation term in the finite analytic coefficients. The formulation of this method is 
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still complex due to the effort of solving the advection-diffusion equation analytically for 
both advection and diffusion terms. The calculation of the finite analytic coefficient also 
requires a great deal of computational time. Therefore the evaluation is expensive. 
While the finite analytic solution is accurate, the computation of finite analytic 
coefficients demands the accurate summation of a series with alternately positive and 
negative terms of large exponential values when the Peclet number is large. When the local 
Peclet numbers are moderate such as Pex=50, Pey=50, most computers do not have 
difficulty in evaluating E2 (or E' 2) given in equation (2.32) or (2.33). However, when both 
Pex and Pey become large, calculation of the summation E2 (or £'2) will require to tabulate 
terms with large exponential value and to sum terms with alternate terms. A serious 
Figure 2-4: Inaccuracy of finite analytic coefficients in cross-hatched region 
consequence will lose more and more digit in the summation of E2, i.e. subtractive 
cancellations will occur. Thus Pex and Pey become greater than 120, the computed results 
give erroneous values. This kind of error is especially large on the order of 20% for the 
largest finite analytic coefficient along the lines when vilxluily = ±1 [Zhang and Chen, 
1987]. The cross-hatched part in Figure 2-4 shows the region where the existing finite 
analytic coefficient is not accurate enough. Therefore, when highly variable velocity fields 
are encountered where there are large local Peclet numbers, the finite analytic solution 
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loses its accuracy or even has computer floating-point errors. Besides, the finite analytic 
exponential and linear approximation method can not handle pure advection transport 
problems because the dispersion coefficient is in the denominator. 
2.4.3. Boundary Approximations 
Another problem occurs in the existing finite analytic methods is the boundary 
approximations. In the finite analytic solution, the only source of numerical errors is 
introduced by boundary approximations. Boundary approximations can be obtained by 
other approximation functions, besides the exponential and linear boundary approximation 
function. Some alternative and simpler boundary approximations can be used as boundary 
conditions. They are, for example, second-order polynomial and piece-wise linear 
boundary approximations. 
All these three existing finite analytic formulations exhibit a gradual upwind shift 
when advective velocities become large. Both finite analytic formulations based on 
exponential and linear boundary approximation and piecewise linear boundary 
approximation give all-positive finite analytic coefficients for the range of advective 
velocities. But negative analytic coefficients are found in finite analytic formulation based 
on second-order polynomial boundary approximation when Peclet number becomes large. 
These negative finite analytic coefficients, although small, are physically unrealistic. The 
finite analytic solution based on piecewise linear boundary approximation overestimates 
the diffusion effect at the comer due to the less accurate piecewise linear boundary 
approximation. 
The formulations based on second-order polynomial boundary approximation and 
piecewise-linear boundary approximations have three summation series terms respectively. 
Therefore, the finite analytic formulation based on exponential and linear boundary 
approximation is recommended. 
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2.4.4. Transient Extensions 
Theoretically, the finite analytic exponential and linear solution can provide 
accurate and stable results. The finite analytic method has been tested to be superior to 
conventional finite difference and finite element methods [Chen and Chen, 1982]. 
However, in the development of the formulation for the unsteady problems, the temporal 
term is handled by using finite difference method [Chen and Chen, 1982]. At each time 
level, the steady-state finite analytic solution is used to solve the advection-diffusion 
equation analytically. 
Although the finite analytic method is an accurate numerical method, the finite 
difference method, unfortunately, gives relatively inaccurate results. Experience by Li et 
al. [1992] shows that a good space approximation needs to be applied with a good 
temporal approximation in order to obtain satisfactory results. An old saying of "A chain is 
only as strong as the weakest link" summarizes the use of the hybrid method using the 
finite analytic method for the steady portion of the partial differential equation and the 
finite difference method for the temporal portion. 
A space-time accurate method will be presented in Chapter 4, where finite 
analytic/Laplace transform hybrid method is used to obtain stable and accurate results for 
transient solute transport problems when advection dominates. 
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Chapter 3 
Improved Finite Analytic Methods for Steady Transport 
This chapter addresses the issues raised in Chapter 2 and presents the accurate, 
efficient and robust finite analytic methods for solving the advection-dominated diffusion 
transport equation. 
3.1. Governing Equation 
Consider two-dimensional steady-state reactive contaminant transport in 
heterogeneous porous media. The governing equation is 
ac ac a [ ac] a [ ac] u(x,y) ax +v(x,y) dy =ax Dx(x,y) ax + ay D/x,y) ay -A.(x,y)c+S(x,y) (3.1) 
where u and v are advective velocities in x and y directions respectively, Dx and Dy are the 
diffusion coefficients, A is the first-order decay constant, and Sis the external source/sink 
term, C is the solute concentration. For heterogeneous porous media, the coefficient and 
parameter in (3 .1) are generally spatial variable. Also, the flow and transport domain are 
usually bounded and irregular, thus (3.1) has to be solved numerically. 
3.2. Approximation of Local Analytic Solution 
3.2.1. Approximation of Diffusion Terms 
As in conventional finite difference and existing finite analytic methods, the 
solution domain is first discretized as shown in Figure 2-3. Figure 3-1 shows a 
representative computational element centered at node (x;,y;), where a typical interior 
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point P is surrounded by eight neighboring nodes. For illustration purpose and notational 


















Figure 3-1: A computational element for finite analytic method 
with linear interpolation 
In a local computational element, the coefficients and parameters in the governing 
equation vary little and can be approximated by locally constant values 
u(x, y) == ui,j; v(x, y) == vi.i; 
Dx(x,y):::: Dx . . ; Dy(x,y):::: DY .. ; 
I,] I,] 
A.(x,y):::: A.i,j; 
S(x,y) = S.. 
I,] 
(3.2) 
where X;_1 ~ x ~ xi+l and Y;-1 ~ y ~ Y;+1 • This assumption is also found in conventional 
numerical methods as well as in existing finite analytic methods. The local governing 
equation can then be written as 
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ac ac a2c a2c 
u . . -+v . . -=D .. --+D --A. .. c+s.. 
l,J dX I,) dy X1,) d2X Yi,j d2y I,) I,) (3.3) 
Equation (3.3) is a differential equation with constant coefficients defined on a 
simple rectangular element. The equation can be solved analytically given proper local 
boundary conditions. The resulting local analytical solution can be used to derive a local 
algebraic representation of the original differential equation. However, as discussed 
earlier, the analytically derived algebraic formulation is complex and involves infinite series 
which is difficult and expensive to evaluate. Careful examination of the solution procedure 
of (3.3) reveals that the elliptic diffusion terms make the analytical solution complicated. 
The analytical based numerical approaches were being developed. Because standard 
numerical methods have difficulty in approximating the hyperbolic advection terms. 
Standard finite difference or finite element methods can often accurately approximate 
diffusion type differential operators, or more generally differential operators which involve 
even order derivatives in the orignial partial differential equation. To exploid the 
advantages of the existing finite analytic methods and the standard numerical methods, the 
diffusion terms in the equation are first approximated locally by standard finite difference, 
and then the modified equation of (3.3) is solved analytically. Using a central-difference 
finite difference scheme, we get 
a2c ci+l,j -2ci.j + ci-1,j 
dX 2 :::= Ax2 
(3.4) 
a2c ci.j+l -2ci,j + ci.j-1 
ay2 :::= dy2 (3.5) 
Inserting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3), a modified equation of (3.3) is obtained locally as 
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ac ac ( ) u . . -+v .. -+A. .. C= .. + +S.. 
I,) dX I,) dy I,] fx I,) fy i,j 1,) (3.6) 
where 
fx·. = D Ci+l,j -2C .. + C. 
I,) X i,j I,) 1-l,j 
dx2 (3.7) 
fy .. = D Ci,j+1 -2C .. + C '·1 y i.j '·1 i,j-1 
~y2 
(3.8) 
Note that the numerically delicate advection and reaction terms in (3.3) are kept intact and 
retained in their original differential forms. Equation (3 .6) is formally a hyperbolic 
differential equation and has the following analytical solution (see Appendix A for the 
detailed solution developing process). 
[ -/.. . ~( )2 2] 2 •.1 2 x-xp' +(y-yr) .. + + S. . . . + + S. . 
C( ) - ~ui,i +v;,j [c( )- fx,,1 fYi,j 1,1] fx,,1 fYi,j 1,1 X, y - e X p', Y P' + 
A,.. A, .. 
~} IJ 
(3.9) 
where P' is where flowline (that passes the interior node P) intersects with local element 
boundaries (see Figure 3-1), Xr and Yr are local coordinates of P'. 
Evaluating C(x,y) at interior node P at x = x P and y = y P , yields 
~~Tl Ii· · + f + S. · ( -1.i,j ~TIJ 
C 
U·. c XI,) Yi]. I,) 
1 
U-. .. = e •.1 + . - e •.1 






U. . = lu. _2 + v . .2 
I,) " I,) I,) 
Lill = ~ Ax2 + Liy2 'i,j 2 
Llx2 
Lill= .. /-2 + Liy2 
'i.j 
v . . Ax 
1,) 
r.. = l__;__i 
I,) A. u .. uy 
I,) 
if 'i.j ~ 1 
if 'i.j > 1 
Substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.10), and rearranging, the latter becomes 
ci.j = Rr c P' + Rx ( ci+l.j + ci-1,j) + Ry ( ci,j+l + ci.j-1) + Ri,j 
where 
( 
2D . . 2D J( -1..i.ji1T1 J Ro = 1 + x1,12 + Yi,j2 1- e ui,j 
A. i 
1
.Lix A.. -~Y 
' I,) 
-l..i,ji1Tl 










- Dxi,j 1- e ui.j -
[ 
-1..;,jdT\ J 1 
Rx - " • 2 Ro (3.18) 
[ 
-/... ·dT\ J I,) 1 D u-. -. -
- Yi,i l-e •.1 -
RY - ~ L.2 Ro (3.19) 
( 
-/... ·dT\J s.. '·l_ 1 
R,,j = '),,_..,_ 1 - e u,_, Ro 
1,j 
(3.20) 
In the special case of non-reactive solution transport, A;,j = 0, (3.16) through 
(3.20) are reduced to, respectively 
2An (D . . Dy·. J Ro =1+-'' ~+-'-·l 




D . . An 1 
XI,) -
R = A~2 p 
x lj. ·LU i'O 
1,) 
~ 
Dy· .An 1 
I,) 
U. .Ay2 Ro 
1,) 
S. .An 1 
I,) -R = -








Here L 'Hospital Rule is applied to evaluate the following limit in the process of deriving 
the above equations 
I 




1 - e ui,j l" ~11 
m = lm I =-
A;,j"-+0 A.. . Ari~o ("\ ) U .. 
(3.26) 
I,) I\, I,) 
i,j 
Equation (3 .15) provides a new analytically derived local algebraic representation 
of the partial differential equation given in (3.3). The algebraic equation applies for all 
interior nodal points in the flow domain. 
However, that (3.15) involves a non-nodal concentration value CP', which must be 
approximated in terms of nodal concentrations before the equation can be used as a 
normal numerical scheme for solving nodal concentrations throughout the discretized 
domain. 
3.2.2. Linear Interpolation Boundary Approximation 
The simplest way to approximate the non-nodal concentration at P' is to linearly 
interpolate C P' in terms of concentrations at the nearest two nodes on the local cell 
boundaries. If, for example, P' falls between nodes (i-lJ) and (i-lJ-1) as shown in Figure 
3-1, CP' can be interpolated as 
CP, = r. .C. i . i + (1- r .. )c. i . I,) 1- ,J- I,) 1- ,j (3.27) 
where r;J has been defined previously in (3.14). 
Using (3.27) in (3.15), the latter becomes 
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C. . = (RP' r. . )c._1 ._1 + [RP, (1 - r . ) + R ]c._1 . + (O)C._1 . 1 + (R )c. ._1 + I,) I,) I ,) I,) X I ,j I ,j+ y 1,j 
(RY )ci,j+1 + (O)C;+1,j-1 +(Rx )c;+t,j + (O)C;+1,j+1 + Ri,j 
(3.28) 
Equation (3.28) applies only when 0 ~ 'i.j ~ 1. Obviously, depending on local flow 
direction in a cell, P' may fall on different local boundaries, and the concentration C P' 
should be always interpolated using the nearest two nodal concentrations. 
There are a total of eight different local numerical formulations depending on the 
value and the direction of r;J in the local domain. The details of development of the 
numerical formulations are given in Appendix A. The final formulations for all the cases 
encountered are summarized as follows 
Case 1, when r;J ~ 1, u;,j > 0, and V;J ~ 0, the formulation is given in equation (3.28). 
Case 2, when r;J ~ 1, u;,j > 0, and V;J < 0, 
C;,j = (O)C;-1,j-1 + [ Rr(l- 'i.j )+Rx ]c;-1,j +(RP' 'i.j )c;-1,j+1 +(RY )ci,j-1 + 
(Ry )ci,j+l + (O)Ci+l,j-1 +(Rx )ci+l,j + (O)Ci+l,j+l + Ri,j 
Case 3, when r;,j ~ 1, U;J < 0, and v;,j < 0, 
C;,j = (O)C;-1,j-1 +(Rx )C;-1,j + (O)C;-1,j+1 + (RY )ci,j-1 + 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(RY )ci,j+1 + (O)C;+1,j-1 + [Rr(l - 'i.j )+Rx ]ci,j+1 +(RP, r;)C;+1,j+1 + R;,j 
Case 4, when r;J ~ 1, u;,j < 0, and V;J ~ 0, 
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Ci,j = (O)C;-1,j-1 +(Rx )Ci-1,j + (O)Ci-1,j+1 +(RY )ci,j-1 + 
(3.31) 
(Ry )ci,j+l + (RP' 'i.j )ci+l,j-1 +[RP' ( 1- 'i.j) +Rx ]ci+l,j + (0 )Ci+l,j+l + Ri,j 
Note that LiT\ is expressed as equation (3.12) for Cases 1 to 4. 
Case 5, when ri.i > 1, UiJ ~ 0, and ViJ > 0, 
or 
1 
I --r -r.'. - I ui,jliy I,) - ~-~ 
v .. ax 
1,) 
i,j ,., . 
I,) 
ci,j = (RP' r(j )ci-l,j-l + (Rx )ci-1,j + ( o )ci-l,j+l + [RP' ( 1 - 'i~j) + Ry ]ci,j-l + 
( ~ )ci,j+1 + ( 0 )C;+1,j-1 + (Rx )C;+1,j + ( 0 )C;+1,j+1 + Ri,j 
Case 6, when r;J > 1, U;J < 0, and v~i > 0, 
Ci,j = (O)Ci-1,j-1 +(Rx )C;-1,j + {O)C;-1,j+1 + [RP,(1- 'i~i )+RY ]ci,j-1 + 
(RY) Ci,j+1 + (RP' 'i~i )ci+1,j-1 + (Rx )c;+i,j + ( 0 )C;+1,j+1 + R;,j 
Case 7, when riJ > 1, u;J > 0, and vi.i < 0, 
ci,j = (O)C;-1,j-1 + (Rx)ci-1,j +(RP' rtj )ci-1.j+1 +(Ry )ci,j-1 + 
[RP' ( 1- <i) + RY] Ci,j+l + ( 0 )Ci+t,j-l + (Rx )C;+i.j + ( 0 )Ci+l,j+t + R;,j 
Case 8, when riJ > 1, UiJ < 0, and v;.i < 0, 






[RP' ( 1- <j) + Ry ]ci,j+l + ( 0 )Ci+l,j-1 + (Rx )ci+l,j + (RP' 'i~j )ci+l,j+l + Ri,j 
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Note that Lill for Case 5 to 8 is written as equation (3.13) 
Equation (3.28) through (3.36) can be also summarized as the following more 
compact form 
C. · =a. 1 · 1C. 1 · 1 +a. 1 .C. 1 · + · · · + R. · 1,1 I- ,1- I- ,1- I- •l I- •l 1,1 (3.37) 
where a;,j is a function of r;,j. 
Equation (3.37) is of the same form as a standard finite difference scheme, except 
that the coefficients are derived analytically instead of using truncated Taylor series 
approximation. This analytically derived finite difference scheme is called a finite analytic 
scheme, and the coefficients a;/s are referred to as finite analytic coefficients. Equation 
(3.37) is also of the same form as the existing finite analytic form developed by Chen and 
his co-workers [Chen and Chen, 1982; Chen et al., 1981] except that the finite analytic 
coefficients are considerably simplified. The new finite analytic scheme, despite the 
additional approximation for the diffusion terms, is as accurate as the existing one, as will 
be demonstrated in Chapter 5. 
We would like to point out that the standard upwind finite difference method, in 
the case when there is no chemical reaction involved, is the same as the new finite analytic 
scheme, except that Cr is estimated or "interpolated" differently. For example when 
0 < 'i,j < 1 , or when the local flow points northwest, the upwind finite difference method 
always uses the concentration at the west-central (i-lJ) node and south-central node (iJ-









The finite analytic method, however, is able to switch between (i-lJ) and (i-lJ-1) when 
flow is moving more from west (0~'i.i~1) to between (i-lJ-1) and (iJ-1) when flow is 
moving more from south ( 'i.i > 1 ). Figure 3-2 provides a schematic illustration of the 
numerical error associated with "upwind" interpolation as well as linear interpolation used 
the new finite analytic scheme. As expected, interpolation error (error of numerical 
approximation compared to analyticcal solution) depends on the flow direction or the 
value of r;,i. finite analytic method has zero interpolation error when the flow is diagonal 
because of the use of corner node for interpolation, while the upwind finite difference 
method becomes worst when 'i.i = 1 . The interpolation error is largest for the finite 
analytic scheme when P' is half way between the two interpolation nodes or r,,i = ~ (for 
















Figure 3-2. Schematic of comparison of numerical diffusion as functions of riJ 
One obvious way to improve the boundary interpolation and reduce the associated 
numerical error is to refine the grid size. However, this often becomes infeasible for real 
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world problems of realistic size and complexities since grid refinement may increase 
computational cost considerably. For a three-dimensional problem, the number of 
computational nodes would increase by a factor of eight when grid size is halved. The 
computer CPU time for solving a three-dimensional problem increases exponentially with 
the total number of nodes. Furthermore, the convergence of iterates decreases quickly 
with the decreasing grid size, especially for a heterogeneous groundwater system. 
3.2.3. Improved Linear Interpolation Boundary Approximation 
This subsection presents a new interpolation scheme that improves the accuracy of 
boundary interpolation without refining the grid. For illustrating purpose, only the solution 
to pure advection transport problem is described. 
To motivate the idea, consider first the case that r. 
1
. = _!_ or P' falls half way 
1, 2 
between node (i-lJ) and (i-lJ-1). This corresponds to the case that the error associated 
with the basic interpolation scheme is greatest since the distance between P' and the two 
neighbor nodes is maximal. But in a advection-dominated system, the information 
propagates mostly from upstream; then concentration at non-nodal point P' as shown in 




Figure 3-3: Local flowline and P' for r.
1
. = _!_ 
I, 2 
In the case of pure advection, 
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c P' = ci-2.1-1 (3.39) 
For reaction transport, an equation similar to (3.10) applies between node (i-2J-l) and 
P' . This equation is 
~. . [ ~· . J - All S - 1 '1 ATI u.. i. u .. 
C , = e '·1 C. . + -·1 1 - e '·1 
P 1-2.1-1 /.... .. 
I,) 
(3.40) 
where the velocity is assumed constant locally, so the velocity from node (i-2J-l) to P' is 
assumed approximately the same as that from P' to node (iJ). If equation (3.40), instead 
of (3.27), is used to estimate the non-nodal concentration CP', the error from interpolation 
can be entirely eliminated. But, of course, (3.40) applies only for r, . . = ..!... . In a more 
•l 2 
general situation P' may not always lie right in the middle of the two interpolating nodes, 
y 
0 1-1,J+ 1 Ji.I+ 1 rl+ 1,J+ 1 
Ay 
p (l,j) 






i-2.i-1 ~P" ~i-1,j-1 11.1-1 11+1,j-1 
I~ 
Ax + Ax + Ax ·I 
Figure 3-4: A computational local element for finite analytic method 
with improved linear interpolation 
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the flowline originating from node (i-2J-l) may not intersect with local cell boundary 
exactly at P' but normally at a different point P" (see Figure 3-4). The concentration at 
P" can be analytically related to concentration at the node directly upstream at (i-2J-l) 
A· . ( A· . J _ __!'1_8r1 S _ __!'1_.6:r1 u.. i. u .. 
C , = e '·1 C. . + -·1- 1 - e '·1 
P' 1-2.1-1 /.... .. 
1,1 
(3.41) 
The concentration at P' still needs to be interpolated. However, a much more accurate 
estimate for Cr can be obtained if interpolation is done between P" and the node on the 
local boundary nearest to P'. In the case that P' is closer to node (i-1,j) than to node 
(i-lj-1) or r;,i ~ ~ , 
cp, = 'i . . cP" + (1- 'i .. )ci-11. 1,l 1,1 , 
'i.j 
where rli.j = 1 - 'i.i 
(3.42) 
When P' is closer to node (i-lJ-1) than to node (i-lJ) or 0.5 < riJ ~ 1, Cp is expressed as: 





. . = __ 1._1 
1,1 r. . 
1,1 
The new improved interpolation scheme has the effect of halving the grid size since 
interpolation error is reduced to zero for 'i 
1
. = _.!:_, where the interpolation error of the 
, 2 
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basic interpolation is worst. Figure 3-2 also shows schematically the performance of the 
improved linear interpolation scheme relative to others discussed earlier. 
Substituting equation (3.42) into equation (3.15), the following new finite analytic 
scheme is obtained 
For rij ~ 0.5 
Ci 1. = 'i .. R1 Ci-2 l·-1 + (1 - r1 .. ) R1C;-11. + (1 + R1 'i .. )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.44) 
For 0.5 < r;,1 ~ 1 
where 
Ci 1· = 'i
1
· · R1C;-2 1·-1 + (1 - rt · )Rz C;-1 1·-1 + (1 + .Rz rt · )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 
-21..i,j~Tl 
R1 = e ui.j 
-A.i,j~Tl 
"R u .. 
i~ = e I,) 
s .. [ -A.i,j~Tl J 
- 1,1 u .. 







Note that when P" falls on the nodal points, the value of that node will be used for Cr. 
There are totally sixteen different local numerical formulations depending on the 
direction and value of r in the local domain. Figure 3-5 shows a bigger local element 
which includes sixteen nodes that would be used in the development of formulations. 
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The same procedure of development of formulations (3.44) and (3.45) can be 
followed to derive numerical formulations for other cases. Details of the formulation 
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Figure 3-5: A local domain for finite analytic method with improved linear 
interpolation 
the cases that would be encountered in the local element. In each case, there are two 
subcases. For Cases 1to4, subcases are with conditions of (a) ri,j ~ 0.5 and (b) 0.5 ~ ri,j ~ 
1. For Case 5 to 8, subcases are with conditions of (a) r'iJ ~ 0.5 and 0.5 ~ r'i,j ~ 1. 
Case 1, when ri.i ~ 1, u;,j > 0, and viJ ~ 0, for Subcase (a), the formulation is equation 
(3.43); and for Subcase (b ), the formulation is equation (3.45). 
Case 2, when r;,i ~ 1, u;,i > 0, and v;,j < 0, for Subcase (a) 
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C1. 1· = 1i . . R1C1·-21·+1 + (1- r1 .. )R2 C;-11· + (1 + R11i . . )R3 • 1,1 • 1,1 • 1,1 (3.49) 
and for Subcase (b) 
C. 1· = 7i'· . R1C;-21·+1 + (1- rt . ) R1 C;-11·+1 + (1 + R11i~ . )R3 I, 1,1 ' 1,1 ' 1,1 (3.50) 
Case 3, when r;J ~ 1, U;J < 0, and v;.i < 0, for Subcase (a) 
C. 1· = 1i · · R1C;+2 1·+1 + (1- r1 · · )Ri C;+1 1· + (1 + Rir1 · · )R3 I, 1,1 • 1,1 , 1,1 (3.51) 
and for Subcase (b) 
C1. 1· = 7i'· . Ri C;+2 1·+1 + (1- r/ . ) Ri C;+11·+1 + (1 + Ri r/_ . )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 ' 1,1 (3.52) 
Case 4, when r;J ~ 1, u;.i < 0, and V;J ~ 0, for Subcase (a) 
C1. · = r.1 · · R1C;+2 1·-1 + (1- r1 · -)RiC;+1 1· + (1 + Rir1 · · )R3 •l 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.53) 
and for Subcase (b) 
C1 .. = 7i'· . R1C;+21·-1 + (1- r/ . ) Ri C;+11·-1 + (1 + R11i'· . )R3 •l 1,1 • 1,1 • 1,1 (3.54) 
Note that ~T\ is expressed as equation (3.12) for Cases 1to4. 
Case 5, when r;J > 1, U;J ~ 0, and V;J > 0 
I r. 1,1 ,., = -~, 
2;.i 1- ri.i 
(5.55) 
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I 1-r .. 1,1 
I - --r. .. - I 
21,1 r . 
1,1 
(3.56) 
For Subcase (a), the formulation is 
C1• 1. = r2 .. R1Ci_11._2 +(l-r2 .. )R.iC; 1._1 +(l+ R2r2 . . )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.57) 
and for S ubcase (b) 
C1. 1. = r{ . . R1C;_11._2 + (1- r{ . . )R2 C;_11._1 + (1 + R.ir; . . )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.58) 
Case 6, when r;j > 1, U;J < 0, and v;,j > 0, for Subcase (a) 
C; 1· = '2· . Rl C;+11·-2 + (1- '2 .. )R2C; 1·-1 + (1 + R1r2 .. )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.59) 
and for Subcase (b) 
C; 1. = r; . . R1C;+11._2 + (1- r; . . )R2 C;+11._1 + (1 + R2 r; . . )R3 , 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.60) 
Case 7, when r;J > 1, U;J > 0, and v;,j < 0, for Subc~e (a) 
C; · = '2· · Rl C;-1 1·+2 + (1- '2 · .)R2C; 1·+1 + (1 + R1r2 · .)R3 •l 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.61) 
and for Subcase (b) 
C.. = r{ .. R1C;_11-+2 + (1- r{ .. )R2C;_11-+1 + (1 + R1 r; .. )R3 1,1 1,1 , 1,1 , 1,1 (3.62) 
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Case 8, when r;j > 1, U;J < 0, and v;,i < 0, for Subcase (a) 
ci,j = '2 i,j Ri ci+l,j+2 + ( 1 - '2 jJ R2 ci,j+l + ( 1 + R1 '2 i,JR3 (3.63) 
and for Subcase (b) 
C; 1. = r; .. R 1Ci+t 1·+2 + (1- r; .. ) R2 C;+i 1·+i + (1 + R2 r; .. )R3 • '·1 • '·1 ' '·1 (3.64) 
where Li11 for Case 5 to 8 is written as equation (3.13) 
Note that the new interpolation based finite analytic scheme is derived only for 
pure advection transport. Extension to include diffusion is straightforward, but the scheme 
will involve more nodal points. The new finite analytic scheme with refined linear 
interpolation represents a significant improvement over existing finite analytic method and 
the new finite analytic method based on basic linear interpolation, as will be demonstrated 
in Chapter 5. 
3.3. Properties of Improved Finite Analytic Methods 
A numerical scheme, either finite analytic scheme or finite difference scheme, can 
be represented in a following general form 
C.. = ~ a1mC1 +R .. 1,1 ,£..i m 1,1 (3.65) 
l*i 
m*j 
where azm dictates the performance of a particular scheme, R;,i often reflects contribution 
from a solute source/sink. 
This subsection discusses the properties of new finite analytic coefficients and 
compares them with existing finite analytic coefficients and standard finite difference 
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coefficients. In particular, the discussion focuses on how these numerical coefficients vary 
with changing flow direction and Peclet number that characterizes the relative strength of 
advection and diffusion. 
First, consider solute transport for pure diffusion. Assume that the diffusion 
coefficients Dx =DY = 0.005 m2/day. The values of the numerical coefficients obtained 
from existing finite analytic, upwind finite difference and improved finite analytic linear 
interpolation methods are shown in Figure 3-6, where the value at the node is the 
coefficient of the corresponding node. These coefficienta are all-positive and sum up to 1 
for each method. Because of the approximation of the diffusion by central difference 
method, the upwind finite difference and the improved finite analytic linear interpolation 
methods have same non-zero values for numerical coefficients at the four central nodal 
points but zeros elsewhere. The coefficients of existing finite analytic occur at all nodal 
points in the local element and are different from the other methods. For pure diffusion 
condition, results of the existing finite analytic method is more accurate than the improved 
finite analytic method. 
Now consider a small horizontal flow in the above three methods and Pex = 1. 
Figure 3-7 illustrates the changes in the coefficients under this flow condition compared to 
Figure 3-6. Increased values are seen at the west-central node, which means this nodal 
values have larger influence on the values at interior node P. The coefficients for the 
upwind finite difference and the improved finite analytic methods are the same at four 
central nodes, while the existing finite analytic method spreads the coefficient values on 
each surrounding node. 
Figure 3-8 shows another comparison when the horizontal flow becomes stronger, 
where Pex = 20. In this case, the advection has large influence on the coefficients, in 
particular, the values at the west-central node become the major portion of the overall sum 
of the coefficients. 
For the pure diffusion case and for the one-dimensional horizontal flow, both the 
upwind finite difference method and improved finite analytic method have identical 
coefficients. When the Peclet number becomes large, the coefficients of existing finite 
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( c). Upwind Finite Difference Method 
Figure 3-6: Coefficients for pure diffusion problem (Pex =Pe,= 0) 
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(c). Upwind Finite Difference Method 























(b ). Finite Analytic Linear Interpolation Method 
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(c). Upwind Finite Difference Method 
Figure 3-8: Coefficients for transport in horizontal flow (Pex = 20, Pe,= 0) 
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(b). Finite Analytic Linear Interpolation Method 
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Figure 3-9: Coefficients for 2-D transport (Pex = 20, Pey = 6) 
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Figure 3-10: Coefficient for 2-D transport (Pex = 20, Pe,= 20) 
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(b ). Finite Analytic - Improved Linear Interpolation 
Figure 3-11: Coefficients for pure advection problem (vlu = 0.0) 
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(b ). Finite Analytic - Improved Linear Interpolation 
Figure 3-12: Coefficients for pure advection problem (vlu = 0.25) 
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Figure 3-13: Coefficients for pure advection problem (vlu = 0.5) 
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(b ). Finite Analytic - Improved Linear Interpolation 
Figure 3-14: Coefficients for pure advection problem (vlu = 0.75) 
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(b ). Finite Analytic - Improved Linear Interpolation 
Figure 3-15: Coefficients for pure advection problem (vlu = 1.0) 
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analytic method are close to those of the other two methods. A horizontal plume 
comparison for these three methods will be presented in Chapter 5, where the resulting 
plumes are basically identical. All three methods have shown so far all-positive 
coefficients, and are able to shift the weights of influence on the nodal values according to 
the magnitude of the horizontal advection or the value of Peclet number. Since the 
magnitude and the direction of the flow in groundwater varies spatially, the properties of 
the improved finite analytic method are further analyzed when two-dimensional flow is 
considered. 
Adding a vertical flow to the uniform flow used in Figure 3-8, now Pex = 20, and 
Pey = 6. Similar comparison is shown in Figure 3-9. Notice that coefficients at the south-
west comers become a lot larger than the ones shown in Figure 3-8 for both existing and 
improved finite analytic methods, while the corresponding coefficient of upwind finite 
difference stays unchanged, which is zero. No influence from the south-west comer by the 
vertical component of the advection velocity is taken into account when evaluating the 
value at the interior node for upwind finite difference method. The method loses its proper 
upwind shift nature when the flow becomes two-dimensional. Both magnitude and 
direction of the advection have great and natural impact on the weighting factors for the 
finite analytic methods. Since the horizontal velocity is greater than the vertical one, the 
coefficients of the west-central nodes have largest values. The existing finite analytic 
method considers the diffusion effect coming from all local nodes, and needs to spread the 
weights to each node. Therefore, the coefficients may look different from those given by 
the improved finite analytic method. 
Increasing the vertical component of the advection again to Pex = Pey =20, the 
flow is diagonal pointing from the south-west comer to the interior node. The greatest 
influence is now coming from the south-west comer node. Figure 3-10 illustrates this case. 
For both finite analytic methods, the coefficient at this node is the greatest. The nature of 
the upwind shift is shown again for finite analytic methods, but not properly for upwind 
finite difference method. 
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The above figures are used to describe the properties of the analytical coefficients 
of finite analytic linear interpolation method and compare them with the existing finite 
analytic and upwind finite difference methods. However, the properties of the finite 
analytic method with improved linear interpolation are also important to know. Figures 3-
11 to 3-15 are shown for the pure advection cases, where the magnitude of velocity in y 
direction is gradually changed and the direction of the flow is changed from horizontal to 
diagonal. Both improved finite analytic methods are shown in pair for each flow condition. 
For the improved linear interpolation, the weighting factor of the surrounding nodes is 
changed according to the magnitude and the direction of the flow, indicating that for 
different flow condition the influence from the same and/or different nodes is changed. For 
horizontal and diagonal flows, as shown in Figures 3-11 and 3-15, the two methods have 
the same coefficients at the corresponding nodes. In Figure 3-12 the highest coefficient 
value for two methods indicates that influence comes mostly from node (i-lJ). However, 
the rest of the influence comes from nodes (i-lJ-1) and (i-2J-l) respectively for linear 
interpolation and improved linear interpolation. Both nodes are located in upstream 
directions, but the improved linear interpolation describes the upwind influence more 
precisely. Similarly, Figure 3-14 can be described. Note that the coefficients in Figure 3-13 
are placed at totally different nodes for the two methods. For the improved linear 
interpolation method and under pure advection condition, the weight is only estimated at 
the upwind node (i-2J-l), but at node (i-lJ-1) and node (i-lJ) for linear interpolation 
method. This figure explains why there is more numerical diffusion occurring in the 
method of finite analytic linear interpolation in this case of flow condition. 
Collectively, for the improved finite analytic methods, for all one-dimensional and 
two-dimensional cases considered, they provide all-positive coefficients, which are 
considered physically realistic, since the contribution from diffusion should be positive for 
all physical problems. With the improved finite analytic methods, one can shift the weights 
of influence on the determination of nodal values at the interior point P according to the 
grid size, advective velocity direction and magnitude, and Peclet number. 
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The finite analytic coefficients of both finite analytic linear interpolation and 
improved linear interpolation methods add up to 1, that is 




This property reflects the fact that the concentration at the interior node P is a weighted 
average of the surrounding nodal values. Equation (3.66) is a necessary condition for mass 
conservation but not sufficient. 
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Chapter 4 
Improved Finite Analytic Methods for Unsteady Transport 
In this chapter, extension of the improved finite analytic methods to unsteady 
solute transport problem is illustrated. The space-time accurate numerical method for 
unsteady problem is derived by taking the Laplace transform of the transient equation. 
4.1. Basic Idea 
It is known that numerical solutions of the transient advection-diffusion equation 
are complicated by the first-order spatial derivatives describing the advective flux. When 
advection dominates, advective terms are generally obtained more attention in solving the 
steady-state advection-diffusion equation. The emphasis on the advective terms when 
solving transient cases usually leads one to a wrong impression that the temporal term can 
be handled with simple methods, such as a traditional finite difference methods. 
A good space approximation combined with a poor temporal approximation does 
not give satisfactory results [Li et al., 1992]. Certain choices for the time discretization 
scheme, such as a fully implicit scheme, or improper selection of a time step size can lead 
to artificial smearing of oscillations in the solution. This type of unacceptable behavior is 
particularly problematic when dealing with the advection-diffusion equation describing 
solute transport in groundwater [Sudicky, 1989]. The unsteady two-dimensional finite 
analytic formulations [Chen and Chen, 1982] are derived from the hybrid method, which is 
a combination of the finite analytic method for the steady terms and the finite difference 
method for the unsteady term in the transient governing equation. This hybrid method may 
produce unfavorable results in advection-dominated problems, although the finite analytic 
method itself for the steady-state problem is a good approximation method. 
In fact, the time derivative interacts very closely with the spatial terms and it 
becomes increasingly important and difficult to approximate as the first-order spatial 
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derivatives become significant. Therefore, the accurate numerical solution of the transient 
advective transport equation requires that both space and time derivatives should be 
considered carefully. An inability to properly approximate either of these derivatives can 
destroy the accuracy of the overall solution [Li et al., 1992]. 
Laplace transform methods have been used before in numerical algorithms for 
solving time-dependent partial differential equations. Recently, hybrid methods, for 
example, Laplace transform/finite element method [Sudicky, 1989] and Laplace 
transform/finite analytic method [Li et al., 1992], have been applied to solute transport 
problems. The results of these hybrid methods are accurate and the solutions are robust 
over a practical range of Peclet numbers. 
Therefore, the Laplace transform method is chosen for the temporal approximation 
in the following sections, when the improved finite analytic methods are extended to 
transient problems. The basic idea is to use the Laplace transform to convert the transient 
advection-diffusion equation to a steady state expression which can then be solved with 
the improved finite analytic methods. 
4.2. Formulation 
4.2.1. Governing Equation 
The general non-conservative contaminant transport problem with sources and 
sinks is governed by the following partial differential equation 
ac ac ac a [ ac] a [ ac] ii(+u(x,y) ax +v(x,y) ay =ax Dx(x,y) ax + ay DY(x,y) ay -A.(x,y)C+S(x,y) 
(4.1) 
with initial condition 
C(x,y,O) = g(x,y) 
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4.2.2. Laplace Transformation 
The Laplace transformation, L, of a function h(t) is defined as (Carslaw and 
Jaeger, 1959) 
00 
L[h(t)l = h(p) = f h(t)e-P' dt 
0 
(4.2) 
where his the transform of h and p is the Laplace transform parameter that is in general 
complex-valued. 
The Laplace transformation provides a convenient tool to solve linear time-
dependent differential equations. This transformation is especially useful for solving the 
transient advection-dominated transport equation since it avoids direct approximation of 
the time derivative. Taking the Laplace transform on both sides of equation ( 4.1 ), the 
transformed governing equation is then obtained 
ac ac a [ ac] a [ ac] u(x,y) ax + v(x,y)aJ =ax Dx(x,y) ax + ay D,(x,y) dy -
(4.3) 
[p + A.(x,y)]C + S(x,y,p) + g(x,y) 
where the accent indicates the complex-valued Laplace transform. Note that the time 
derivative has been analytically removed and the transient transport equation becomes a 
complex-valued "steady-state" advection-diffusion equation, with the initial condition 
appearing as an inhomogeneous source term. 
4.2.3. Finite Analytic Approximation in the Laplace Domain 
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Equation (4.3) has similar form of equation (3.1). Therefore, improved finite 
analytic method as developed can be applied to the transformed "steady-state" solute 
transport equation in a Laplace domain. In the local element as shown in Figure 3-1, the 
differential equation (4.3) of transformed "steady-state" is written as 
ac a2c a2c - -
u,,j i1'l = D,,,j ax' + DYi,j i)y' -(A,,j + p )c + s,,j + g,,j (4.4) 
where g;J and S i,j are the local values evaluated at point (i,j), and other terms are 
described in Chapter 3. The local numerical solution to equation (4.4) is developed 
according to the same procedure as used in Chapter 3. For illustrating purpose, only the 
formulation for this particular case as shown in Figure 3-1 is described. The general 
solution to equation ( 4.4) is written as 
'A.;,j+p , ' (-
C( 1]) = e -----U:::" c ' + f, i,j + !Yi,j + s,,j + g,,j) [ 'A.~~ p 11 J 




I'' D C. -2C- C-
1 x . . = i+l,j .. + I,) X i,j I,) i-1,j ax2 
f,
, C .. -2C- C-= D 1,1+1 .. + 
Yi,j Yi,j 1,J i,j-1 
~y 
At the interior node P, value of C i,j is then solved 
A,. ·+p (- )[ ~ J - -'·l-L\TJ - ' .. + ' + s.. + . . 11.;,j+p .::\ c,,j = e U;,; CP' + !,.,, !,,,j "' g,,, 1- e U;.; " 




Applying linear interpolation for C P and substituting the finite difference approximation 
for diffusion terms in equation (4.4), the solution which includes nodal values is derived as 
C. · =(RP', r . )c._1 ._1 +[RP', (1- r . )+ R' ]c._1 . + (O)C._1 . 1 + (R' )c .. _1 + I,) I,) I ,) I,) X I ,) I ,)+ y 1,j 




2D . . 2D . . J[ -(1..i,j+p) a11 l 
R,; = 1 + (A.,J + ;~2 + (A.,.i + ;~y2 1- e u;.i (4.8) 
-(1..;,j+p) ATl 1 




' _I,) .A = I,) U uTl D 
[ 
-(!..· ·+p) l 
' 1• , • , 1-e '·' ~ (4.10) 
[ 
-(!..· ·+p) l D ~··_1 -ATl 1 
R' - Yi,j 1-e ui,j -, 
y - 1... . __ \ .... 2 ~ (4.11) 
R
' - S;,j + g . . [ -('A.i,j+p) l 
i . - I,) 1 u. . ATl 1 
,j 1... , __ \ -e I,) -
~ 
(4.12) 
As stated in Chapter 3, steady-state finite analytic solution based on linear 
interpolation has eight different cases in the local element depending on the value of r;,j 
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and the direction c ·th , fl 0w. The following formulations are for Cases 2 to 8, developed 
from the local eler en--_ 
Case 2, when r1,J ~, 1, £,i.j > 0, and V;j < 0, 
c. =(0) 
I,) . .•. 1 -:--[RP',(1- r .)+ R']C. 1 . +(RP', r .)C. 1 . 1 + (R')C .. 1 + 1-• - I,) X I- ,) 1,j I- ,j+ y 1,)-
(4.13) 
.' R )c j+ + (O)Ci+l,j-1 + ( R; )ci+l,j + (O)Ci+l,j+l + R(.j 
Case 3, when r;,; ~ , U;j < 0, and v;,j < 0, 
Ci,j =·ff ~i-1,j-1 + (R;)ci-1,j + (O)C;-1,j+1 + (R;)Ci,j-1 + 
- - - - (4.14) 
(l; )c 1+1 + (O)Ci+l,j-1 + [ R~ (1- 'i,j) + R; ]ci+l,j + ( R;, 'i,j )ci+l,j+l + R(.j 
Case 4, when r, ~ 1, ui,j < 0, and V;j ~ 0, 
Ci,j = C C, .. 1,j-1 + (R; )C;-1,j + (O)C;-1,j+1 + (R; )Ci,j-1 + 
' - ( \r [ ( ) ]- - (4.15) 
·; '·C;,j+t + R;, 'i.i Jvi+l,j-l + R;, 1- 'i.i + R; Ci+l,j + (O)Ci+l,j+l + R(.i 
Note that ~Tl expressed as equation (3.12) for Cases 1 to 4. 
Case 5, when J > 1, U;j ~ 0, and viJ > 0, 
c .. = ,R:, r'.)c._1 ._1 + {R')C._1. + (O)C._1 -+1 + [Rp',(t- r'.)+ ""R']c .. _1 + I,) , 1,j I ,) X I ,) I ,) 1,j .& )> I,) 
( 
1;)ci,j+l + (O)Ci+l,j-1 + (R;)ci+l,j + (O)Ci+l,j+l + R(,j 
(4.16) 
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Case 6, when r;j > 1, U;j < 0, and V;,j > 0, 
ci,j = (O)Ci-1,j-l + (R;)ci-1,j + (O)Ci-1,j+l + [R;,(1- 'i~j )+ R; ]ci,j-1 + 
( R; )ci,j+l + ( R;, 'i~j )Ci+l,j-1 + ( R; )ci+l,j + (O)Ci+l,j+l + R(,j 
(4.17) 
Case 7, when r;j > 1, u;,j > 0, and v;,j < 0, 
ci,j = (O)Ci-1,j-l + (R;)ci-1,j + (R;, <j )ci-1,j+l + (R;)ci,j-1 + 
[ R;,(1- 'i~j) + R; ]ci.j+l + (o)ci+l.j-1 + (R; )ci+l.j + (o)ci+l.j+l + R:.j 
(4.18) 
Case 8, when r;j > 1, U;j < 0, and v;,j < 0, 
ci,j = (O)Ci-1,j-l + (R;)ci-1,j + (O)Ci-1,j+l + (R;)ci,j-1 + 
- - - - (4.19) 
[ R;, ( 1- 'i~i) + R; fi,j+l + (O)C;+l,j-l + (R; )Ci+l,j + ( R;, 'i~i )c;+l,j+l + R;,i 
Note that ~11 for Case 5 to 8 can be expressed as equation (3.13) 
The overall numerical solution may be summarized as 
c .. = ~ almcl + 11~. 
I,) m i'i,J (4.20) 
l~i 
m~j 
where a1m is analytical coefficient, and R(,i is the influence from souse/sink. 
The formulations of finite analytic solution using linear interpolation boundary 
approximation are derived for the transformed "steady-state" advection-diffusion 
equation. The transformed concentration C iJ in the Laplace domain must be converted 
back to the concentration C;,j at the same time level, so that the time-dependent variable 
C(iJ,t) at node (iJ) is available for any further analysis for physical problems. 
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4.2.4. Numerical Laplace b 1.w rs ion 
In order to obtain the ' ·nc,~ntration as a function of location and time, the solution 
( 4. 7) needs to be inverted. The m erse Laplace transform C(x, y, t) is given by the 
following well-known inversic fr rmula 
1 f+joo -





C(x,y,t) =: r {Re :: x,y,p) ]coscot-Irn[C<x.y,p)]sincot} dco (4.22) 
where Re and Im denote resr ct vely the real and imaginary parts of their arguments and j 
is the pure imaginary numbe; j = ( -1) 112• Using a trapezoidal rule with a step size of rc/T, 
the following approximation ; obtained 
1 ·- NP [ ( 
evt 1-21.e C(x, y, p)]+ L Re c x, v + i m1t )]cos m1t t 
C(x,y,t) ~ - m=O T T 
T N -_ ~ :- c-( . m1t )] . m1t (4.23) ~ JJ x,v+i- sm-t 
m~ _ T T 
Here, Tis the maximum si1 Jl :tion time. 
Experience by Sud: ky [1989] in using the inversion formula (4.23) for a wide 
range of input transport pa un;;!ters, different boundary condition types and different 
modes of mass release SUf es-s the following expression of v is adequate for general 
purposes 
v=-ln(1 '"·6tmax (4.24) 
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where E = 10-6 and tmax is the maximum simulation time. 
Equation (4.23) is the basis of many existing Laplace transform inversion 
algorithms [Li et al., 1992]. Note that the infinite series have been truncated to Np terms. 
The summation kernels in these truncated series may be highly oscillatory. A disadvantage 
with evaluation of ( 4.23) is the extremely slow convergence of the series expression, with 
adverse implications for both accuracy and computation time. Generally, the value of 
NP for a typical problem is of the order of 103• 
However, numerous algorithms have been developed in an effort to accelerate the 
convergence of equation (4.23) [Crump, 1976; De Hoog et al., 1982]. Crump [1976] has 
shown that the truncation error in equation (4.23) can be significantly reduced, and 
convergence therefore accelerated, in the finite series approximation by means of the 
epsilon algorithm. Experience by Li et al. [1992] and by Sudicky [1989] using the Crump 
algorithm to perform the Laplace transform inversion shows that the value of Np needed 
for adequate accuracy is dramatically reduced to approximately 7 to 40. An alternative and 
more robust technique, quotient difference algorithm [De Hoog et al., 1982], was 
demonstrated to be greatly superior to the epsilon scheme for reducing oscillations of the 
inverse in the neighborhood of a discontinuity (i.e., sharp front) and is in general more 
efficient because a smaller NP is required to achieve a level of accuracy similar to that 
obtained with the epsilon method. 
The Laplace transform can also be applied with the finite analytic improved linear 
interpolation approximation method to solve the transient advection-dominated solute 
transport problems. Details of the formulation development are not described in this work. 
4.3. Discussion 
The Laplace transform, when applied to the unsteady partial differential equation, 
takes away the temporal term analytically, and leaves the remaining equation in a "steady-
state" form. This transformed "steady-state" equation can then be solved by finite analytic 
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methods. Taking Laplace transform for the temporal part of the transient equation differs 
from using other approximation methods, because there is no accumulated numerical 
diffusion on the temporal term at every time step. 
The improved finite analytic/Laplace transform method will have significant 
improvement compared with the finite analytic/finite difference hybrid method [Chen and 
Chen, 1982], when solving advection-dominated cases. Although some good algorithms 
are used for the numerical inversion, the computer CPU time necessary to evaluate the 
inverse transform is still a concern or problem. 
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Chapter 5 
Examples, Results and Discussion 
This chapter demonstrates the performance of the new finite analytic methods by 
applying them for predicting solute transport in homogeneous as well as heterogeneous 
porous media. The results are systematically compared with those obtained with both the 
existing finite analytic method and the conventional upwind finite difference method. 
5.1. Problem Definition 
Consider solute transport at a synthetic hazardous waste site shown in Figure 5-1. 
The domain is 100 m x 100 m in size. The waste source is a 8 m x 8 m rectangular area 
represented as a continuous aerial source. Solute source concentration is assumed steady 





Figure 5-1: Domain of interest and boundary conditions 
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and constant at the solubility level of 1 ppm and, in the domain of interest, the 
corresponding solute concentration plume has reached a steady state. The boundaries of 
simulation are assumed sufficiently far away from the source that concentration gradient 
can be assumed small and thus a no dispersive solute flux boundary condition can be 
approximately used at all four boundaries. This type of boundary condition is often called 
"open" boundary condition since solute plume can still migrate across the site boundaries. 
Recognizing that subsurface environment at real field sites are characteristically 
heterogeneous, the real test for the improved finite-analytic methods lies in their ability 
and robustness in predicting solute transport in nonuniform, especially, strongly 
nonuniform, velocity fields. To mimic the extremely variable nature of subsurface 
environment, log transmissivity is represented as spatially correlated random field 
characterized by its mean LnK, variance aLnK and correlation scales Ax and A.y. A spatially 
correlated random field can be roughly visualized as a periodic field with an random 
amplitude and a random period. The correlation scale corresponds to the mean period and 
standard deviation (square root of the variance) corresponds to mean amplitude of 
fluctuation. Transport in a random field provides a stringent test of the new method. Most 
numerical methods fails when used for predicting solute transport realizations of a random 
field, especially when log transmissivity variance is high and when correlation scales are 
small. 
Some model parameters like total grid points and site parameters for the 
nonuniform field are tabulated in Table 5-1. 
As discussed in chapter 1, variability in transmissivity translates into variability in 
groundwater velocity, which in turns causes solute plume irregularity. This work focuses 
on transport predictions and no attempt is made to predict groundwater flow in 
heterogeneous media. Given statistics of log transmissivity, the corresponding velocity 
field is here generated using an existing cross-correlated random field generator developed 
by Ruan [Ruan, 1994]. 
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The new finite analytic method, along with existing finite analytic method and the 
conventional upwind method, is used to predict leachate plume migration at the site. The 
results are summarized in Figure 5-2 through 5-18. 
Table 5-1: Total Grid Points and Site Parameters for Nonuniform Fields. 
Parameter Value 
Domain length (x direction) 100 (m) 
Domain width (y direction) 100 (m) 
Number of grids in x direction (for methods comparison) 100 
Number of grids in y direction (for methods comparison) 100 
Porosity 0.3 
Geometric mean transmissivity conductivity 7.4 (m2/day) 
Correlation scales (Ax=Ay) 8.0 (m) 
Regional mean hydraulic gradient 0.002 
5.2. Numerical Results 
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 shows the predicted plume when mean flow is aligned with x-
axis at the site using, respectively, the improved finite analytic method (with linear 
interpolation), the existing finite analytic method and the upwind method. Figure 5-4 
shows the plots of the log mean hydraulic conducitity and highly variable velocity fields 
that are used in Figure 5-3. Note that the log mean hydraulic conductivity fields plotted 
here and latter are shown qualitatively. Value r represents the mean flow direction. The 
mean flow Peclet numbers, which are the products of the mean flow velocity and the 
dispersion coefficient, are 20 for the uniform flow and 16.7 for the nonuniform flow, and 
the variance of log transmissvity is 1.5. All three methods tested in this case performs well 
especially in the case of uniform flow. In fact, as has been shown in Chapter 3, for 




method is identical to the improved finite analytic method with the simple linear boundary 
interpolation. In Figure 5-3, solution from upwind finite difference method in the case of 
nonuniform flow shows more numerical dispersion than those obtained from the finite 
analytic methods. This is because flow inthis case does not always go along the axis and 
upwind solution degrades significantly when flow direction is not aligned with the 
coordinate axis as will be discussed in the next paragraph. The two finite analytic methods 
perform well here and the improved finite analytic method is as accurate as the existing 
finite analytic. 
Figure 5-5 through Figure 5-7 show plume predictions obtained from the same 
three methods when mean flow direction is at an angle with x direction and with r = 0.5 . 
Figure 5-8 is the random flow field realization corresponding to the nonuniform field used 
in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. The mean flow Peclet number in x and y direction are 20 and 10 
for uniform flow, and 16.7 and 8.5 for nonuniform flow, respectively. The "exact" plume 
in Figure 5-5 is also presented for comparison (note results from a fine resolution 
simulation by the improved finite analytic methods are used as "exact" solution for 
comparison). In these cases, the performance of upwind method degrades, while both the 
improved and existing finite analytic methods remain reasonably accurate. Although for 
some cases, the existing finite analytic performs slightly better, becauese for r = 0.5, the 
improved finite analytic methods with linear interpolation has the worst case scenario. 
However, the finite analytic methods may be considered of the same accuracy especially 
under nonuniform flow. The upwind solution shown in Figure 5-5 is more dispersive than 
the exact solution. This is caused by the fact that upwind method does not make use of the 
comer nodes in the computational element when information propagates from upstream. 
In Figure 5-7 mean Peclet numbers were raised up to 83.4 and 41.7 respectively in 
the x and y directions. Note that the plume by the existing finite analytic method is not 
shown because the output result does not exist due to over-flow point computer error. 
In order to test the highest range of Peclet values the existing finite analytic 
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Figure 5-2: Solute transport in homogeneous porous media for r = 0 
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Figure 5-3: Solute transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 0 
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Figure 5-4: Highly variable velocity flow field realization 
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Figure 5-5: Solute transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 0.5 
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Figure 5-6: Solute transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 0.5 
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Figure 5-7: Solution transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 0.5 
(er u.x = 1.5; mean Peclet numbers: Pex = 83.4, Pe,= 41.7) 
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Figure 5-8: Highly variable velocity flow field realization 
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d. ''Exact" Solution (Total Number of 
Grid Points = 500 x 500) 
Figure 5-9: Solute transport in homogeneous porous media for r = 1.0 
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Figure 5-10: Solution transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 1.0 
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Figure 5-11: Highly variable velocity flow field realization 
(A..r=A,=8.0 m; cr21.nk=1.5; mean flow velocities: u0 =0.0417 m/day, Vo =0.0417 m/day) 
that with the finite analytic linear interpolation method, both methods are applied to 
uniform velocity fields. The existing finite analytic method can only handle Peclet 
numbers up to 120 as mentioned in Chapter 2, while the improved finite analytic method 
can solve the problems with Peclet numbers greater than 1,000. When both Pex and Pey 
are greater than 120, any further summation of E2 as written in equation (2.32) can not be 
obtained with enough accuracy because the computer used in double precision can 
provide an accuracy of 14 digits. Large round off error is found in calculating the series 
solution when Peclet number is large. In the extreme case the series may give such an 
erroneous value as to cause instability in the computation [Zhang and Chen, 1987]. The 
finite analytic linear interpolation method does not have this kind of problem because of 
the simplified boundary approximation and formulations. 
Therefore, when finite analytic exponential and linear boundary method is 
applied to highly variable velocity fields without causing run-time floating point errors, 
one has to make sure that the Peclet numbers in the entire domain will not exceed 120. 
Furthermore, the method is not applicable to pure advection cases due to the diffusion 
coefficient in the denominator in the equations (2.24) and (2.34) for coefficient A and B. 
Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show the comparisons of finite analytic and upwind solutions 
when plume orientation is diagonal. In these flow conditions, upwind solution involves 
maximum numerical dispersion. Numerical dispersion becomes more and more significant 
further downstream away from the source. Note that the improved finite analytic solution 
is more accurate than the existing finite analytic method when compared to the "exact" 
solution, even when the diffusion portion of the transport equation is treated with standard 
finite difference. 
The above comparisons are done by comparing improved finite analytic (with basic 
linear interpolation) with upwind finite difference and existing finite analytic method. It is 
concluded that the new finite analytic method is as accurate as the existing one except for 
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Figure 5-12: Solute transport in homogeneous porous media 
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Figure 5-13: Solute transport in homogeneous porous media 
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Figure 5-15: Solute transport in homogeneous porous media 
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Figure 5-16: Solute transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 0.0 
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Figure 5-17: Solution transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 0.5 
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Figure 5-18: Solution transport in heterogeneous porous media for r = 1.0 
(o-2 LnK=l.5; mean flow velocities: u0=0.0417 m/day, v0=0.0417 m/day) 
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finite analytic method. These comparisons are also made when Peclet numbers are small or 
moderate. However, in the real world, groundwater flow field is generally highly variable 
as well as advection-dominated. Consider an extreme case which advection is highly 
dominated and Peclet number approaches infinity. In this case, only the new finite analytic 
methods along with the upwind finite difference method will be shown and discussed in 
the comparisons. Here the existing finite analytic method is no longer valid. It has been 
shown that, for most of the problems considered, finite analytic method with basic linear 
interpolation has at least the same accuracy as the existing one, even when Peclet number 
is small and moderate. 
Figures 5-12 through 5-18 show predicted plumes using various numerical 
methods tested when advection dominates and Peclet number approaches 
infinity.Comparisons under uniform flows are shown in Figures 5-12 to 5-15. When mean 
flow is aligned with the axis, predicted plumes using all different methods tested look 
good. In fact, the solutions are all exact in the case that flow is uniform. However, when 
the flow is at an angle with the axis. The performance of different methods becomes 
dramatically different. Upwind solution degrades with increasing angles between flow and 
coordinate axis, with numerical dispersion being at maximum when the mean flow is 
diagonal. The new finite-analytic method with linear interpolation is most accurate when 
the mean flow is horizontal as well as diagonal, and it leads to exact solution in the case of 
uniform flow. But the method still produces varying degree of numerical dispersion with 
the maximum occurring r = 0.5 or when mean flow direction is half way between 
horizontal and diagonal. The finite analytic method with improved linear interpolation 
performs best for all the cases considered. The solution is consistently more accurate, and 
the solution is exact when flow is horizontal, diagonal or half way in between. The small 
oscillatory effect in Figure 5-14 ( c) is not caused by numerical error but roundoff error. If 
we can keep more desimal point in the computation, the effect will be vanished. Figures 5-
16 through 5-18 are shown for nonuniform flows with three different mean flow 
directions, respectively, r = 0, r = 0.5 and r = 1. Plumes by upwind method is more 
dispersed than those of the finite analytic methods. The finite analytic method with basic 
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linear interpolation performs well but with some degree of dispersion. The finite analytic 
method with improved linear interpolation is always the best. Plumes by this method 





6.1. Summary of Original Contributions 
The accurate and robust finite analytic solutions based on linear interpolations for 
boundary approximations are derived for two-dimensional steady-state advection-
dominated solute transport problems. They are the finite analytic solution based on classic 
linear interpolation boundary approximation and the finite analytic solution based on 
improved linear interpolation boundary approximation. The new finite analytic methods 
are developed to exploid the advantages of the existing finite analytic and traditional finite 
difference approaches. They differ from the existing finite analytic method, when 
advection dominates, instead of solving the entire governing equation including diffusion 
terms analytically, the new methods approximates the diffusion by finite difference and 
then solve the modified governing equation analytically. The new finite analytic methods 
differ from the existing one also because they are applying simple linear interpolation for 
boundary approximation. These finite analytic methods reduce the complexity of the 
existing finite analytic formulations and enhance the efficiency of the coefficient 
calculations. When advection dominates, the finite analytic linear interpolation 
approximation solution is tested to be of the same accuracy as the recommended existing 
finite analytic method [Chen and Chen, 1982]. The solution of finite analytic improved 
linear interpolation approximation has higher accuracy than the solution of finite analytic 
linear interpolation approximation, when applying to two-dimensional steady-state 
problems. 
The finite analytic methods based on linear interpolations provide all-positive 
coefficients. The methods are also able to shift the weight of influence from upstream, 
according to flow direction and Peclet number. These new finite analytic methods are 
mass-conservative, if chemical reaction is not involved. 
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The improved finite analytic methods have been applied to various highly variable 
velocity fields where the advection is dominated. These methods have significant 
improvement with handling large Peclet numbers (i.e., Pe> 1000), while the existing finite 
analytic methods suffer large round off error when Peclet number is greater than 120 due 
to the inability of the computer to provide an accurate summation of a series with 
alternately positive and negative terms of large exponential value. Moreover, the new 
finite analytic methods can handle pure advection or when Peclet number approaches 
infinity. 
The existing finite analytic methods also have "weak" areas in the local domain, 
when vMuay or r is close to 1. Within these area, if Peclet number is large, the finite 
analytic solution loses its accuracy not due to the theory used but due to the inability of 
computer in providing accurate summation of the analytic series. The finite analytic linear 
interpolation approximation method avoids the weakness with using linear interpolation as 
boundary approximation, and provides the best result around those areas. However, the 
finite analytic linear interpolation approximation method has its own weak areas. When 
vMuay orris close to 0.5, the method results in relatively large numerical diffusion. 
The finite analytic method based on improved linear interpolation approximation, 
which includes more neighboring nodes, avoids both "weak" areas that occur in the 
existing finite analytic methods and finite analytic method based on simple linear 
interpolation approximation. The finite analytic improved linear interpolation 
approximation method is superior to the finite analytic linear interpolation approximation 
method, and naturally, better than the existing finite analytic methods. 
However, the finite analytic improved linear interpolation approximation 
formulation includes more neighboring nodal points, assumption of using constant local 
parameters over the element may not be valid, if the local element of grid size is not small 
enough. 
Finally, the Laplace transform method is applied to the transient equation when 
extending the improved finite analytic methods to transient problems. The analytically 
transformed expression behaves like a steady state advection-diffusion equation with a 
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first-order decay term. This expression can be solved with the improved finite analytic 
methods and time dependence recovered with an efficient inverse Laplace transform 
algorithm. The Laplace transform/finite analytic method is an accurate approach in space 
and time for transient problems, but the computer CPU time will be a concern. 
6.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
The finite analytic improved linear interpolation approximation method is currently 
derived for pure advection solute transport problem, and can be extended to involve 
diffusion. Approximation of the diffusion terms may also use the simple finite difference 
techniques. The formulation of finite analytic based on improved linear interpolation 
boundary approximation includes more neighboring nodal points, and local parameters are 
assumed to be constant and have corresponding values at the interior nodal point. This 
assumption may not be applicable, if the grid size is not small enough. 
The finite analytic/Laplace transform solution based on linear interpolation 
boundary approximation is derived. Future research should focus on further testing the 
new method for transient solute transport and extending the method to transport in 
transient velocity fields in three-space dimensions. 
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Appendix 
The Improved Finite Analytic Method with Linear 
Interpolation for Steady Transport 
In this appendix, the finite analytic solution for steady-state two-dimensional 
advection-diffusion transport equation is derived. To develop the solution of this improved 
finite analytic method, we first use central-difference finite difference method to 
approximate the diffusion term, and then solve the modified governing equation by finite 
analytic method. The boundary approximation used here for the finite anlaytic solution is 
the classic linear interpolation. 
Consider a steady two-dimensional advection-diffusion transport equation 
including decay and source/sink terms 
ac ac a [ ac] a [ ac] u(x,y) ax +v(x,y) ()y =ax Dx(x,y) ax + ay DY(x,y) ay -A.(x,y)c+S(x,y) (A.1) 
where C represents concentration of contaminated plume in groundwater. The velocities u 
and v, diffusion coefficients Dx and Dy in x and y directions, decay rate A and source/sink 
term Sand are functions of coordinates x and y. C is solute concentration. In general, an 
analytic solution of equation (A.1) is not available due to variable parameters, the finite 
analytic numerical methods are used to obtain the local analytic solution in a local element 
as shown in Figure A-1. 
In order to solve the advective transport equation (A.1) analytically in the local 
element, the idea of solving analytical solution of one-dimensional advection-diffusion 
equation is used. When the local element is small enough, one may assume that velocities, 
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Figure A-1: A local element for improved finite analytic method with linear 
interpolation boundary approximation 
diffusion coefficients, decay rate and source/sink term are constant in the local element 
and use corresponding values at the interior point P or (i,j), we get 
u(x, y) ~ ui,i; v(x, y) ~ vi.i; 
Dx(x,y)~ Dx . . ; DY(x,y)~ DY .. ; 
IJ IJ 
A.(x, y) ~ A.i,j; 
S(x,y) ~ S.. 
l,j 
where xi-i ~ x ~ xi+i and YH ~ Y ~ Yi+1 . 
(A.2) 
Using Ui.i as a combined velocity of UiJ and Vi,b equation (A.1) becomes a one-dimensional 
equation in the local element. 
ac a2c a2c 
Ui,j dll = Dxi,j dxz + Dyi,j ay2 -A.i,jC + Si,j (A.3) 
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where 
U .. = fu z +v . . 2 
l,J v i,j l,J (A.4) 
and, Tl is a temporal coordinate with a direction of the combined velocity along the 
trajectory flow line. The trajectory flow line starts at an arbitrary point P' or ( x P', y P ), 
which is most likely a non-nodal points. 
In this work, advection-dominated problem is the major consideration for the 
development of the numerical solution to equation (A.1 ). The effect of the diffusion on the 
solute transport is small compared to the advection. Therefore, central-difference finite 
difference method is used to approximate the diffusion terms: 
a2c _ ci+l.j -2ci.j + ci-1.j 
dX 2 - Ax 2 (A.5) 
a2 c c..1-2c..+c..1 
- l,j+ l,J l,J-
ay2 - 8.y2 (A.6) 
Assuming that the deviation of diffusion between point P' and interior node P is negligible, 
the equation (A.3) in the local element is further simplified as 
ac u..-+A. .. C= E .. +f, .. +s.. 
l,J i1Tl l,J J Xl,j yl,j l,j (A.7) 
where 
fx·. = D Ci+1,j -2C;. + C. 
l,j x i,j ,) 1-l,j 
Lix2 (A.8) 
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fy .. = D Ci,j+1 -2C;. + C.. 
I,) y i . ,) l,J-1 
,) Lly2 (A.9) 
The equation (A.7) can be solved analytically in the local element, and the general solution 
for Cat any point along the flowline is written as 
C(T\) = f( CP', Ui,j' T\, fxi,j'fyi,j' Ai,j' Si,j) (A.10) 
which can be expressed explicitly as follow 
C(n) = J-~:/~l[c -fxi,j + !Yi,j + si,j] fxi . + f, . . + s. . . 'I P' + ,) Yi,J I,) 
A... 'l '·J /\; .. I,) 
(A.11) 
where 
CP' = C(xP', YP') (A.12) 
T\ = ~ ( x - x P' )2 + (y - y P' )2 (A.13) 
and, T\ can be any point in the local element and on element boundaries. 
Evaluating C(T\) at the interior node P (iJ), the solution becomes 
A,.. + f, s [ -A,. J ---2.:l..,:ill J J • • + + . . ~Lill 
C - ui,j c + XI,) Yi,j I,) 1- ui,j .. -e P' e 
'·l A. .. 
I,) 
(A.14) 
where, LlT\ is the distance between node P and non-nodal point P'. 
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The locally analytical solution includes values of a non-nodal point P' and four 
boundary nodal points which directly connect the interior node P. The numerical solution 
is described as follow: 
Ci,j = RP' C P' + Rx ( Ci+l,j + Ci-l,j) + RY ( Ci,j+l + Ci,j-l) + Ri.j (A.15) 
where 
( 
2D . . 2D J( -A.;,jATI J Ro= 1 + xi,]2 + Yi,j2 1-e U;,j 
A.i].Ax A. . . ily . '·1 
(A.16) 
-A.;,jAll 




- Dxi,j 1-e U;,j -
( 
-A.·,·All J 
RX-'\ .. 2 Ro (A.18) 
I,) 1 D ~ 
- Yi,j 1 - e '·' -
( 
-A.. ·All J 
RY - '\ L.2 Ro (A.19) 
( 
-A,. ·AllJ ~--'·'- 1 
R . . = s,,j 1-e U;.1 11 
I,) A... .a~ 
1,) 
(A.20) 
and Ll 11, for the case as shown in Figure A-1, is written 
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~Tl= /a-x2+~y2r .. 2 v 1,J (A.21) 
where 
v . . At 
I,) 
r.=l~y' 
'•J U. ·L.1 I 
I,) 
(A.22) 
Since decay rate A is in a denominator in equations (A.16), (A.18), (A.19) and 
(A.20), when A approaches 0, computational error of division by zero will be encountered. 
Noticing that 1/AiJ is always companied by 1- e ·~Tl , to avoid computer run-time 
( 
;.,. -~Tl J 
error, the L'Hospital Rule is applied. When A;,j approaches 0, and 1-e -u; 11 also 
( 
A.i,j ~ J 
approaches O; derivatives of A,; and ( 1- e - i.~~ "" J exist and ( 1- e - ·~~ "" J oF O; and value 
of A;,j over 1- e -u; Tl exists. These conditions are satisfied the L'Hospital Rule. Then 
( 
A.i,j ~ J 
-A.i,j~T\ -A.i,j~T\ 
1
. . 1 - e u'l 
1
. . (1 - e u'l )' ~11 
1mzt = 1mzt =-
Tl~o A. . Tl~o (A .. )' U 
I,) I,) T\ 
(A.23) 
Therefore, when A approaches 0, coefficients in equations (A.16) to (A.20) are rewritten 
as follows 
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D 1 2~11 ( D . . D J .1. 'O = + -- ___!_!d._ + Yi,j 




D . . ~11 1 
Xt,1 -
Rx = A ~ 2 D u. . L.l.A, ... 'O 1,1 
~ 
Dy· .~11 1 1,1 
U..~y2 D 1,1 .1.'Q 
s. ·~11 1 1,1 -
R .. = u D '·1 . . .1.'Q 
1,1 






expressed by nodal values. A lot of ways can be used to evaluate CP'. In this appendix, the 
C P' value is approximated using linear interpolation between the values of the two closest 
nodes along the boundary. In the case (called Case 1) as shown in Figure A-1, the C P' is 
interpolated as 
CP' = r . . C. 1 . 1 + (1- r . )c. 1 . 1,1 1- ,1- 1,1 I- •l (A.29) 
Thus, we obtained the local finite analytic algebraic equation associating the interior nodal 
value Cp with its neighboring nodal values 
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C.. =(Ry r. .)c._1 ._1 + [Ry(l- r. .)+ R ]c._1. + (O)C._1. 1 + (R )c. ._1 + I,) I,) I ,) 1,) X I ,) I ,)+ y I,) 
(RY )ci,j+1 + (O)C;+1,j-1 +(Rx )c;+1,j + (O)C;+1,j+1 + Ri,j 
(A.30) 
Note that coefficients for nodes (i-1,j+ 1), (i+ 1,j-1) and (i+ lJ+ 1) are zeros. 
Depending on the direction of the trajectory line (as shown in Figure A-2) and the 
value of r;,j, there are eight cases that may be encountered in the development of the 
overall solution. In each case, value Cy may have different expressions because of the 
interpolation between different nodes. Other finite analytic numerical formulations can be 
described as follows 
Case 2: r;J ~ 1, ui.i > 0, and vi,j < 0 
The value of CP' is interpolated using C;-1j+1 and Ci-tj 
er = 'i.jci-1,j+l + (1- 'i.j )ci-1.j 
Ci,j = (O)C;-1,j-1 + [Rr(l- 'i.i )+Rx ]c;-1,j +(RP' 'i.i )ci-1,j+1 +(Ry )ci,j-1 + 
(RY )ci,j+1 + ( 0 )C;+1,j-1 + (Rx )c;+1,j + ( 0 )C;+1,j+1 + Ri,j 
Case 3: r;J ~ 1, ui.i < 0, and vi,j < 0 
The value of CP' is interpolated using C;+1J+1 and C;+1j 
er = 'i.jci+l,j+l + (1- 'i.j )ci+l,j 
Ci.i = (O)Ci-1,j-1 +(Rx )C;-1,j + (O)Ci-1,j+1 +(RY )ci,j-1 + 






Case 4: r;j ~ 1, ui,j < 0, and vi,j ~ 0 
The value of CP' is interpolated using C;+1J-1 and C;+1J 
cp, = 'i.jci+l.j-1 + (1- 'i.j )ci+l,j (A.34) 
Ci,j = (O)C;-1,j-1 +(Rx )C;-1,j + (O)C;-1,j+1 + (Ry )ci,j-1 + 
(A.35) 
(Ry )ci,j+l + (RP' 'i,j )ci+l,j-1 + [RP' ( 1- 'i,j) + Rx ]ci+l,j + ( 0 )Ci+l,j+l + Ri,j 
where ~11 is expressed as equation (A.21) for Cases 1 to 4. 
Case 5: r;j ~ 1, ui,j ~ 0, and vi,j > 0 
r.'. = l"i.j~i 
1,) -~ 




I --r -i,j r.. 
1,) 
(A.36) 
The value of CP' is interpolated using C;_1J-1 and C;_1J 
Cp, = r.'.C. 1 . 1 + (1- r.'. \r. 1 . I,) I- ,)- 1,) j'-'1- ,) (A.37) 
C. · =(RP, r.'. \r·-1 ·-1 + (R )C._1 · + (O)C._1 ·+1 + [RP,(1- r.'.)+ R ]c. ·-1 + I,) I,) }"'1 •} X I •} I ,) I,) y 1,) 
(~ )ci,j+l + (O)Ci+l,j-1 +(Rx )ci+l,j + (O)Ci+l,j+l + Ri,j 
(A.38) 
Case 6: r;,j ~ 1, u;,j < 0, and vi,j > 0 
The value of CP' is interpolated using C;+lJ-l and C;J-l 
CP' = r.'.C. 1 . 1 + (1- r.'. )C. . 1 I,) 1+ ,)- I,) 1,J- (A.39) 
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C. . = (O)C._1 ._1 + (R )C._1 . + (O)C._1 ·+1 + [RP,(1- r.'.)+ R ]c. ._1 + l,j I •l X I •l I •l 1,1 Y 1,j 
(RY) Ci.i+l +(RP' 'i~i )ci+l,j-1 +(Rx )C;+1,j + (O)C;+1,j+1 + R;,i 
(A.40) 
Case 7: r;,j ~ 1, ui,j > 0, and vi.j < 0 
The value of CP' is interpolated using Ci+lJ-1 and ciJ-1 
CP' = r.'. c. 1 ·+1 + (1 - r.'. )c. ·+1 1,j I- ,j 1,j 1,1 (A.41) 
Ci,j = ( 0 )C;-1,j-1 + (Rx )C;-1,j + (RP' <i )c;-1,j+1 + (RY )ci,j-1 + 
[RP'(l - 'i~j )+RY] Ci,j+l + (O)Ci+l.j-l +(Rx )Ci+l,j + (O)C;+l,j+l + Ri,j 
(A.42) 
Case 8: r;J ~ 1, ui,j < 0, and vi,j < 0 
The value of CP' is interpolated using Ci+lJ+1 and Cij+1 
Cp, = r.'.C.+1 ·+1 + (1- r.'. )c. ·+1 1,j I ,j 1,1 I,) (A.43) 
Ci,j = ( 0 )C;-1,j-1 + (Rx )C;-1,j + ( 0 )C;-1,j+1 + (RY )ci,j-1 + 
(A.44) 
[RP' ( 1- <j) + Ry ]ci,j+l + (0 )Ci+l,j-1 + (Rx )ci+l,j + (RP' 'i~j )ci+l,j+l + Ri,j 
The d 11 for Cases 5 to 8 is written as 
dll= /dy2+At2r.'.2 iJ I,) (A.45) 
The overall numerical solution may be summarized as 
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8 
ci,j = :Lan en + R;,j (A.32) 
n 
Here, n denoted the eight neighboring boundary nodes in the local element of interior 
nodal point P; an denotes the finite analytic coefficients associated with the nth node; and 
Ri,j is the effect of source/sink. 
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Figure A-2: Local elements for formulation development of finite analytic method 
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